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X ALLEGED DEMING WHITE
Sensoldier." to fight for harmony.
port to the convention.
Chicago, 111., June 20 "RoospvpU ator Culberson of Texas was offered three seals.
"jetl?u?n ntoMute. He was Joined
Taft Wants to Think it Over.
X
SLAVERS ARRETTED.
the members of the commit-th- e and Bryan"
of
Two white slave charges
long ribbon the position and declined it. His
Bryan Crowded Into Corner.
Chicago, 111., June
vte' for " a,ld by Chartes streamers, havebadges,
of nine appointed
made their appear- health is not good and he feared the FOURTH CAVALRY ORDERED
were filed in the federal court
Not content to abandon their harof
Sprecker
Massachusetts, who voted ance in Chicago.
TO THE PHILIPPINES.
Several
hundred strain.
X at El Paso against Antonio
mony program without further effort, from the Republican national commit-- ! BSlnSt It.
hftve been distributed to suburban
X Rodriguez and Moises Garcia.
the committee turned the matter over tee last Monday to wait on President
Unit Rule Adopted.
Colonel F, Z. Steever and Troops to Be
passengers. At the Progressive head-- !
X Rodriguez was charged with
to Senators Raynor, O'Gorman and Taft and learn his wishes regarding
The state convention had Instructed quarters it was said there was no op- CHINA IS STILL WORKING
the conduct of his campaign will meet
Relieved at Fort Bliss by the
X violating the white slave law
ON AN INTERNATIONAL LOAN.
Culberson, who held an earnest discus him
8. It had been planned for the Ohio delegation by a vote of COO position to the
Fifth Cavalry.
proposed ticket.
X by arranging to bring a woman
sion with Mr. Bryan in a corner of the tha July
(inmmfftiia in vrt in H'n ahtn crtnti rn to 25, to vote as a unit for Governo
Denver Wants Teddy's Convention.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
( By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican.?
X from Dealing to El Paso for imroom. Mr. Bryan said bis position
Ohio delegates,
July 1. No explanation of the Presi-- 1 Harmon. Nineteen
Washington. D. C. June 20 Tho
Denver, Colo., June 20. The DenX moral purposes.
Peking, June 20. The loan negotiaGarcia is
was unalterable.
reason for requesting the delay however, claimed the right to violate ver convention league nas announced tions between the international bank- Fourth cavalry, under command of Cop
dent's
X charged with importing
an
Senator Kern was turned to as rep- who
given. vyuitiiiii.eemen tuinK ne u.ese instructions Because thev nad its readiness to raise 120,000 for the ers and the Chinese government have L. Z. fetever, now on patrol along the
X alien woman for similar purresenting the "Progressive Democra- - desires to wait until after the Demo. been elected as avowed Wilson men expenses of the
proposed third party been neither concluded nor broken off. Mexican border, on January 15, will
X poses.
cratic nomination before making any
convention
which
it is seeking to se- The Chinese government apparently is relieve the Fifth Cavalry in the
X
(Continued '"one Page five.)
campaign plans.
(Continued on Page 3.)
cure for Denver,
endeavoring to make a new bargain.
-
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I
downpour being in the form of hail.
For the most part the hail seems to
hlg
When Santa Fe Citizens Show the 'have done little damage, due it is be-- j
to
lieved
the fact that crops were
Way.
largely submerged before the hail be- WITH
There can be no Just reason why !;an to fail. So heavy was the fall of
or
to
six
hail
was
it
found
of
continue
that
will
this
eight
reader
ny
FOLEY
the tortures of an aching back, ;es deep in places iiMre than twelve
of urinary
j the annoyance
disorders, hours after the storm ceased. Crops Backache drags on your vitality. Saps
your strength. Weakens your endurance.
the dangers of serious kidney ills were pretty badly riddled, but it is
Hampers you in your worn.
relief is so near at hand and lieved they will recover, .lackrabbits
Besides that, it means someteh most positive proof given that; were so badly pelted that they could
thing wrong with your
not
run
and
of
what
sort
Read
be
can
cured.
very much,
any
these ills
kidneys; a weakness, an
could
Xo
doubt
catch them.
many
dog
a Santa Fe citizen says:
inflammation, a breaking
were
Cattle
Toribio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St., were killed outright.
down, may be, of the kidney
tissues. Foley Kidney Pills
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "Two and stampeded and had to be rounded up.
is tbe true answer. They
a half years ago I gave a statement This is said to have been the heaviest
will help you QUICKLY,
for publication regarding my experi- - precipitation in that immediate neigh-encstrengthen and heal your
with Doan's Kidney Pills. Today borhood since settlers located there.
kidneys, regulate the action
am stronger in my praise of this
of your bladder, and drive
Romance in Forestry Office.
I suffered greatly
out Backache and Rheumatism.
They
remedy than ever.
Miss Marion Franklin became the will make a strong, well man of you.
from disordered kidneys, the pains
in my back being so acute that I had bride of Harold H. Green a my re at Al- No habit formine drugs. Try them.
For sale by all druggists.
The buquerque yesterday. The marriage
to stop work and sit down.
trouble steadily grew worse and I service was read by Rev. H. A. Cooper,
'
Southern Comer Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
rarely knew what it was to be free pastor of the First Presbyterian SQUARE DEAL SENTIIVfENT
Soon after church, at the home of the bride's
FOR TAFT IS GROWING.
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS from an ache or pain.
Mils
I began using Doan's Kidney Pills, mother, Mrs. I,. B. Franklin.
my pains and aches disappeared and Franklin was attended by Miss Helen Receives Thousands of Congratulatory
13. Smith and Mr. Greenamyre was atTelegrams From Republicans
my back became strong.
and Democrats.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 tended by J. w. North. The wedding
Co., Buffalo, was simple and informal. The bride- cents
earned a large bouquet of Anieri-StateWashington, D. C, June 2fl. A. M.
New York, sole agents for the United
can Beauty roses and wore a pretty Stevenson of Denver who held a proxy
Remember the name Doan's and j gown, which was later changed for a in the Republican national committee
smart traveling suit. Mr. and Mrs. at Chicago was a luncheon guest of
take no other.
Greenamyre left on the Santa Fe lim- - President Taft.
ited for the Grand Canyon, and San
"It was pretty hard to keep quiet
THE WELCOME SUMMER.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
for a honeymoon trip. under the abuse," said Stevenson, disFrancisco,
Cal.,
we
bright-eyesummer,
laughing,
Mr. Greenamyre has been for the last cussing the Chicago convention, "but
ALFALFA SEED.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
waited for you long;
two
years in charge of the United my friends urged me to keep my head,
of
We missed the gladness
your step,
States forest service experiment sta- - as the Roosevelt ruffians before the
of
music
song;
the
your
Fe
in
The only exclusive grain house
Santa
tion near Flagstaff, Ariz., conducting committee were seeking personal en- Long, long our eyes ached with the
at the station in the counters;
experiments
of
the
snow,
and
whiteness
glare
summer time and doing special assign- President Taft will receive the nine
and
see
to
the
We longed
grass again
ment work in the Albuquerque offices 'members of the Republican national
watch the green things grow.
Phone Black
Phone Black
in the
Miss Franklin has been committee selected in Chicago in his
Oh, we are glad to see again the trees for thewinter.
last five years a stenographer office next Monday, when the question
in verdure dressed.
in the forest offices here.
of who is the best man to manage his
And listen to the crooning birds safe
campaign will be decided. While there
hidden in (he nest.
has been some talk of William Barnes,
The meadows, dandelion starred, are COMMITTEE MARKS THE
Dawson Coal
OLD SANTA FE TRAIL. Jr., of New York, being chosen for
velvet, green and gold,
chairman of the committee, it is be- Sawed Wood
Where yellow bees fly lazily, and butEI Toro
Kansas City Ladies Will Motor Along! lieved that Charles Dewey Hilles,
terflies are bold.
Old Route to Make Pre- jretary to the president, will be
The grain fields ripple like the sea
ed. The president is said to have in- Estimates.
with every wind that blows,
tiinated that Hilles is his choice for
And dimpling, dancing in the sun,
Mrs. John Van Brunt and Miss Eliza- - 'chairman,
each little river flows.
summer!
We've beth Butler Gentry of the Daughters ' Those comprising the special com-o- f
O lovely, laughing
the American
and mittee to confer w ith the president on
Revolution,
waited for you long.
e
national chairmanship are:
And everywhere earth welcomes you Frank A. Davis, secretary of the
Old Trails Association, leave 'eral Powell Clayton of Arkansas, Roy
and
and
with
song!
joy
flowers,
All Kinds of Building Materials.
West of Illinois, John J. Adams of
(Ninette M. Lowater, in New York tomorrow on a motor trip over thejO.
Santa Fe Trail from Kansas City to! Iowa, Charles B. Warren of Michigan,
Sun.)
Fence
Doors, Red
Old Franklin, says the Kansas City Thomas K. Niedringhaus of Missouri,
F. W. Estabrook of New Hampshire,
Times.
fard J3J Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
Mrs. Van Brunt and Miss Gentry Newell Sanders of Tennessee, Alvan
were appointed to locate the stone !H. Martin of Virginia, and S. A.
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
The state .ins of Washington,
along the trail.
has appropriated $11,000 to provide the
The White House mails are unusual-marker1?' heavy, messages
of congratulation
will
which
be
stone
simple
Forest Fires.
blocks bearing the words "Santa Fe being received in large quantities.
fires
several
forest
been
There have
More than 5,500 messages of congratu- Trail.''
this spring near Magdalena, but no
The committee will designate spots Ration have been received
by the
serious damage has been done, but ow- of historic interest as
nearly as pos- - president.
the
condition
of
to
the
phone sible, and will drive pegs to indicate
poor
ing
"Taft got a square deal at Chicago,"
line some of the fires have burned where the permanent marker shall said Senator Brown when leaving the
longer than they would have if the go.
All the markers will
be set .White House after a conference with!
people could have been notified.
within one year. The distance be- il alt "and 1 predict that the square
tween the markers will be about five ceal sentiment for him will grow from
TO
Two Children Break Limbs.
it Ms time on. I believe the president
miles.
DPat tne Democratic nominee and
One of Mr. Baldwin's small boys, a
On the present trip the committee
few days ago while participating in will be the guests of tly county courts Roosevelt, and be elected for another
a wrestling match on the school of Jackson, Lafayette, Saline, Howard term
"Things will go toward Taft from
C A VP MftNIPV and ,nconvenience by Purchasing Wells
ground at Luna, Socorro county, had and Cooper counties. The courts have
OAVC
to have an arm provided motor cars to relay the party now on," added Representative Campthe misfortune
Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelthrown out at the elbow. This makes on its tour, and entertainments of bell.
er's Checks and Foreign Money Orders.
"I am a Republican, and I believe
two of Mr. Baldwin's
children to various kinds will be provided at the
the principles of the Republican party
in the last month. principal cities along the way.
limbs
broken
have
and All Foreign
II C
AN All A
CanMFYIfrt
Payable
At Independence
the Commercial will triumph," said
w
Countries
Throurhout
non.
is
Club
to
the
lunchcommittee
a
give
Actor Abandoned Family.
A delegation of Southern delegates
eon.
This affair will be attended by
On a charge of deserting his wife
several
Kansas
Citians.
E. to tne Democratic national convention
E.
Judges
a
vaudeville
and child, Claude Kelly,
RRM1TTANCES SENT BY TELEURAPH
Axline and E. L. Martin of the county in Baltimore stopped in to shake hands
actor, was arrested at Albuquerque court are to
on
accompany the committee "d congratulate the president
and will be taken back to Chicago to
to the Lafayette county line, where h's victory at Chicago,
C.
stand trial. Kelly had been playing in
will be met by the judges of
Among the White House callers
a theater for several days. He agreed they
Stops are to be were Representatives Droughton, Pray
to return to Chicago without requisi- Lafayette county.
made at Lexington, Grand Pass, Malta Morgan, Morrison, Towner, Hughes,
tion papers. Kelly was arrested upon
Bend, Marshall, Arrow Rock, Boon- - Hamilton, Burke, Loud, Lever, Byers,
telegraphic instructions from Chicago ville and
Aiken, McKinley and Kahn.
Old Franklin.
to the sheriff's office at Old AlbuquerThe president spent the afternoon
que.
on the Chevy Chase golf (inks.
NO TROUBLE NOW
AT MADRID CAMPS.
Successor to
Heavy Wool Trade.
FIVE THOUSAND FLEE FROM
There is an immense quantity of
PLAGUE AT SAN JUAN.
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
Returns and Says
wool arriving and supplies going out Sergeant Collier
All
That
Have
Been
Disputes
vols
these days. It is irpiising the
Washington, June 26. Seven thouFIRST-CLAS- S
Adjusted There.
ume of business done in Magdalena,
sand cases have been reported since
says the Magdalena News. Dozens of
There is no trouble now between the the outbreak of bubonic plague in
from four to ten horse teams are nen
Busses
and
Also First-Clas- s
and the company at the Madrid Porto Rico and this is having a serious
Hacks,
Baggage Wagons
bringing in wool and are then loaded coal camps according'to Sergeant John effect, particularly in San Juan. It is
with provisions and supplies of vari- W. Collier of
the mounted police who estimated that 5,000 persons have left
310 San Fracisco St.
Phcne Main 139
ous kinds to be taken back to the leturned last
bunight from the coal that city. Five additional cases of
SANTA FE, N. M.
ranches.
rebeen
have
two
deaths
bonic
and
Collier
camps. Sergeant
says that the
t
disputes between the men and their ported within the last
Poisonous Insect Bites.
employers were amicably adjusted and hours, bringing the total up to nineGeorge Reynolds who was bitten nil of the miners who had quit return- teen cases and seven deaths.
HACK
some time ago by a poisonous spider ed to work this week.
of some kind, is still in a somewhat
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
At no time was there danger of vioProm
serious condition. He was under the lence and Sergeant Collier had noth- NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
La Salle
BARRANCA
TAOSJ care of the doctor at Hoods ranger ing to do at the camp.
South station, but was later brought home
North
Both
Meets
EXPRESS LINE.
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
to Magdalena. Gus Grostette of Mag- BRIDE AND MOTHER WEEP
Bounds Trains.
Telephone II.
OVER BODY OF MULLENIX.
dalena, Socorro county, is suffering
Red 161.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of with an insect bite on the neck that
?wo Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Bros. Drug Store
Orders
Butt
Leave
at
Pueblo, June 26. The body of Jas.
the north bound train and arrives at is very painful and causes him much
Regular Meals 25 cents.
was
who
Lake
drowned
in
Mulleuix,
m.
7
inconvenience.
at
Taos
p.
Booms for Pent 25c and 50c.
Minnequa Sunday, was found after a
Short Order at All Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any other
constant search for twenty-fou- r
hours.
Elliott-Meyeand
Good
hacks
covered
good
way.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.1)0
Mrs. Mullenix, a bride of a month, and
On
of
at
home
the
Teams
Saturday
round
evening
$5.00
Fare
teams.
trip.
on the bank of
(French Noodle Order JOc. a disn,
furnished commercial men to take In the bride's parents in Estancia occur- his aged mother were
the lake when the body was
Kew York Chop Suey BOc. the
surrounding tonns. Wir B.nbudo red the marriage of Miss Anna Meyer, ashore, and both women threwbrought
themdaughter of Sheriff Julius Meyer, to
Station.
George Elliott, of El Central, Califor- selves upon it, weeping hysterically.
I
nia. The marriage service was pronounced by Rev. Julius Hartman, in DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED.
the presence of relatives only. The by local applications, as they cannot
young couide will depart in a. day or reach the diseased portion of the ear.
two for their home in California. The There is only one way to cure deafgroom is an employe of the Southern ness, and that is by constitutional
Deafness is caused by an
Pacific railroad company at El Cen- remedies.
Rooms With Bath,
inflamed condition of the tmicous lintral.
$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumDraining Flood Lake.
The big lake which formed Sunday bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
night several miles north of Albuquer- when it is entirely closed, deafness will
que as the result of the cloudburst in is the result, and unless the inflamthe Sandias, will be drained by means mation can be taken out and this tube
of ditches and laterals.
County Sur- restored to its normal condition, hearveyor Pitt Ross of Bernalillo county, ing will be destroyed forever; nine
new
took a look at the lake and put a gang cases out of ten are caused by catarrh
Made
of men to work making preivarations which is nothing but an inflamed confor the drainage. The lake had reced- dition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
ed an inch since Sunday night. It is
one of
priced
believed the water will be drained for any case of Deafness, caused by
Thirty years' of experience in
New
within ten days. Mr. Gentry, a far- catarrh, that cennot be cured by
you will
tailoring in some of the largest
mer in the flooded district, lost So Hall's Catarrh Care. Send for circuroom
Proof Annex,
in
chickens
the flood.
cities in Europe and America.
lars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hail Storm in Estancia Valley.
Avenue.
101 Washington
Saturday alteration's rain fell over - Take Hall's Family Pills for constithe north and northeast portions of the pation.
Estancia valley, being heaviest about
Phone Black 221.
Congressman George
Curry has
ten miles northeast of Estancia. In written friends in Roswell that ho
that locality it assumed the propor- will visit them the latter part of June. Goods Called for and Delivered.
tions of a deluge, a large part of the
Miss Lillie Hammer, who conducts

The Little Store

NO REASON FOR IT.

Your Backache
and Rheumatism

KIDNEY PILLS

inch-suff-

Again Reminds You of the Superior

n

Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " Goods.

the

Always the Leader

j

e

j

1TE

CO

GROCERY

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Fosten-Milbur-

THE TROWEL WITH WH
SUCCESS WAS HON
WE BUY HARDWARE FR
LEVEL" WITH US AND WHO
WE BUY.
WE ARE "ON THE LEVE
STAND BEHIND EVERYTHIN
DEAL WITH US AND YO
UARE." WE DON'T KNOW
LEARN HOW TO DO BUSINE

to-b- e

OF OUR

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

d

LEO HERSCH

45

lola

Wood-Davi-

Phone

If

14.

FOUNDATION
ESTY.
OM THOSE WHO ARE
"ON
THE
EVERYTHING
STAND BEHIND
AND
CUSTOMERS
L" WITHOUR
G WE SELL
U WILL GET A DEAL "ON THE SQ
TO
AND DON'T WANT
HOW
S ANY OTHER WAY.

Hardware Co.

s

Itt Hardware

It

We Hav

Phone 14

45

Why Import Mineral Water

PORTLAND CEMENT

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard

:

j

Gen-tion-

Xa-;tb-

Posts

and White Cedar

WHEN

YOU CAN GET

THE

:

?

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

select-liminar-

R.

Screen

ICH WE LAID THE

Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, FHONE 26.

Delivered to your house.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER CO.

i

FRANK M. JONES,

Perk-marke-

I

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

s,

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE

j

j

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orchards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
Of. Phone No. ed 76
For Full Information Call,

General Express Forwarders
All

Parts of the World.

ItlUnCI

fvnimin, miiiwv

W.

LONG,

Santa Fe, N. M.

Agt,

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and chi ldren. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
N

j

THE STAR BARN
RIGS.

LIVERY

desired.

J. R. CREATH,

OW1

forty-eigh-

LIE

WOODY'S

Restaurant

TO

IS QUITE SO

NOTHING as to touch the button and

Phone

TIE

mm

tie

lauor

your
to
toasted
use, your
iron ready
hurried
your vacubreakfast,
the
for
ready
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
inforday and n!ght' Estimates and full
mation cheeerfully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Will clean, press, repair
or alter Ladies' and

....

ALBANY

US

is ready to cook

Gents' Garments

HOTEL

for a Denver Hotel.
This is something
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
rooms
these moderate
day. Try
Fire
be pleased.
with bath, and
with bath.
every

To Be Completed July

1st, 1912.

at

reasonable prices and
guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

and

Gents' Custom

Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

Cycle
Pope Motor
Power
4 Horse

A

PRICE, $165.00
With Imported Magneto.
with trouble

Motorcycle without a doubt
left at the factory.

J.F.RHOADS
Step Ladders,
Screens and

Screen Dcors
FURNITURE REPAIRING AND
UPHOLSTERING.

104 Galisteo Street
LIGHT. SILENT AND RELIABLE.

PASH BROS..Agts., Santa Fe.

Telephone

157 W.

::

SANTA

FE, N. M

It will not pay you to waste your

All legal blanks prepared according time writing out your .legal form
to the Statutes of New Mexico, new when you can get them already printNva ed et the New Mexican Printing
btate form, for sa'e by th

Mexican Printing Company.

Company.
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TWO MASKED MEN HELD
UP TRINIDAD SALOON.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
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cents in postage.
might cost sixty-fou- r
You could send the samp package to'.S
Small Holding Claim No. 527S.
t
WESTPORT LANDING
England or Germany for
Trinidad, Colo., June 2fi. Two maskDepartment of the Interior,
cents. When Uncle Sam takes busi-- ;
SETTLERS TO MEET.
ed men shortly after two o'clock at
United States Land Office.
ness for foreign countries in the pos-- i
1912.
a
executed
bold
Santa Fe, X. M., June 4,
IN
night,
robbery at the
tal union he has to abide by their
N
j Park saloon and
Notice is hereby given that the
cafe, across the street
rules, not his.
nofrom the Santa Ke depot. The two
wing-named
claimant has filed
The letters that never reach their
(Kansas City Times.)
tice of his intention to make final men held up night bartender, Robert
destination and ultimately go to the
The Battle of Westport will be re- of
under
Government
one
claim
and
Department
his
was
man
in
of
oiher
who
Bastieno,
proof
r
support
House in
oilice reach an
tmazing fought at the old Harris
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March in the saloon and got away with $"0u
Has Many Habits That
the first week in September
total.
Westport
amended
as
in
S, 1S01 (26 Stats., S54)
money from the cash register and
Another thing learned from tire
when a reunion of veterans of that
Have Grown There
by the act of February 21, 1S93 (27 slot machines, two revolvers and a
man is that an ordinary letter battle will be held.
Stats., 470), and that said proof will small stock of whiskey and cigars.
shrinks in transit. A letter that will Albert X. Doershuck, a druggist who
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, at The robbers cut the telephone wires
weigh slightly more than an ounce is in charge of preparations for the
on
LETTERS
1912,
15,
to
com
those
SOMETIME
inside
from
July
prevent
Cuba, New Mexico,
when dropped into the box is likely reunion for the Westport
Historical
of
New
Senorito,
viz: Earl B. Young,
municating with the police. The barto weigh slightly less than an ounce Society, is working in connection with
SE
SE
tender and the customer were lined
Mexico, for the SW
Imif its destination be New York,
New a committee from the Westport
S. 34 up against the wall, while one man
SE
No one ever quite masters a know- Orleans or
SW
S
SE
some other distant point. provement Association.
X. searched them.
NE
T. 22 N., R. 1V SW
Before leaving, the ledge of all the rules of the Postoffice Letters on which
"That there are many veterans in
postage is due alX
S
XE
SE
bartender and his friend were locked Department.
SE
For Queer and seeming- ways are registered at the office of this vicinity is shown by the number
W
in
NE
NE
the cellar.
XW
XE
ly inconsistent regulations, no entor- - origin. If they were to be weighed at of letters which The Star has printed,"!
NE
NE
SE
W
SE
NE
prise on earth, it appears, compares the office of destination the govern- - said Mr. Doershuck yesterday. We will
SW
NE
NE
NE
SE
BARBER LOST HIS MEMORY
wnn me i nitea states postomce.
inent would lose money, for it too hold the reunion the same week as the
E
SE
XE
NE
NE
AND WANDERED FAR AWAY.
An official of the postoflice was ex- frequently would happen that the let- - Westport Carnival, so that the vete-ter- ,
Sec. 3, T. 21 X., R. 1 W.
XW
A baffling case of
like the hard working pugilist, had rans may have thelost identity, plaining some of the 'funny" things in
advantage of
He names tne following witnesses
more old friends than
of memory, and subsequent re- - the rules. For instance, if you drop a "made the weight.'
many
meeting
lapse
to prove his actual continuous adafter three months of aimless letter in the box in Santa Fe that is
they would otherwise.
verse possession of said tract for twen- covery
came to light, when A. II. addressed to some point in a foreign SOCIETY GIRLS TAKE
wandering,
"Another reason for holding it at
ty years next preceding the survey of Helbling, a Fort Logan, Colorado, bar- country, your oversight in failing to
BULL SNAKES TO CHURCH. 'bis time is that it will be our la!
the township, viz:
ber, returned to his home, and dis- put a postage stamp on the letter will
opportunity to meet in the historical
Gunile, Apipita Garcia, pelled the mystery
Edubigen
his dis result in no delay. It will go right
old Harris House, which is to be torn
I'd.
surrounding
Staid
Colo.,
June
Greeley,
of La Jara, New Mexico, Hilario
appearance three months ago. Hel-- ; along to England, Germany or France, churchgoers of Greeley, Sunday gave down soon.
It was from here that
E. A. Miera, of Cuba, New Mexthe ferienil
bling himself, it is said, maintains that' or wherever it is marked for. At Hie ., m, ,,r nstnnishmont as
enerals directed the
ico.
his mind was totally shrouded in
ornei eno tne lecipient will nave toa group of Xormal school girls, head- - movement of the troops. Let's see,"
Any person who desires to protest
and that the circumstances pay double postage.
reflected a
i,y plPtty Bessie Poller, a society here Mr. Doershuck
or
against the allowance of said proof,
if the same letter had been leader and member of one of the ment.
of his past life, trade and identity!
"It will be
years
who knows of any substantial reason were a blank
during his three months addressed to someone in the city, and wealthiest families in Greeley, as each the L:M of next October since the
tinder the laws and regulations of the of
no
had
been
His mind cleared!
stamp on it. it
vagabondage.
hU(1 draped around her waist, her tie, won't it
We might well call it
Interior Department why such proof suddenly last week, and he was amaz- - would be held in the postoffice and a
,,arasol or neck, a squirming snake, leminiscence week, for Westport
should not be allowed will be given ed to find himself far from home in '
directed to the party addressed. Thcv were nlostv uun snakes, cap- - P'e. like Bostonians. take great pride
an opportunity at the above mention- Vancouver, B. C.
informing him that the department tln,ed hv ., nalm.e sfu,iv (.nss. MiKS in the traditions of the old town."
e
ed time and place to
was holding his letter and would con-- ! jottPV donned five snakes and had her1 Time nearly has effaced the Westthe witnesses of said claimant, and to
tiniie to do so until he proffered a picture taken.
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION.
port of the Santa Fe traders and of!
offer evidence in rebuttal of that subpostage stamp.
the war time Indians.
Only a few
Department of the Interior,
mitted by claimant.
On the other hand, if you place a j ALLEGED BURGLAR ARRESTED
are still doing business' in tbej
shops
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
I.
MANTEL R. OTERO,
The city
AT MOVING PICTURE SHOW. same old fashioned way.
June 10, 1912, cent stamp on a first class parcel,,
Register.
has grown up around the town, and
Xofice is hereby given that Julian w hose weight will require much great-Garcia of Kennedy, Xew Mexico, who,' er postage fee, the package goes to' Trinidad, Colo., June 2H la the s Westport, the pioneer settlement, is
AM legal blanks are prepared acdestination just the same, the con-- j rest here of Bill Vallou, the police
rapidly becoming a memory. That the
on June S, 11W7, made homestead en-- ,
cording to the Statutes of New Mexpaying the postage due when iieve thev have one of the gang of "snake town" which hey knew shall
Xo. 115SS, for lots 7 and 8 and;
try,
ico, new State form, for sale by the south half of southeast
from the
burglars that has been committing a not "? entirely obliterated
quarter, sec- the mail carrier delivers the parcel.
New Mexican Printing Company.
lion 6. township 13 north, range fij An official pointed out this odd con-- number of bold robberies in the busi mind, the old settlers are going to
east, Xew Mexico meridian, has filed dition: Four pounds is the parcel ness district. Vallou was taken into ('r,1't a monument to ils younger
to make final limit on merchandise matter in the custody at a moving picture house, and 'biys.
notice of intention
Fifty business men or Westport
proof, to establish claim to the land United States postoflice. To send a- when searched had on his person an
above described, before the Register' parcel from Santa Fe, say, to Law- automatic Colt's revolver ami a watch comprise a delegation which will wait
on the park board today with the re- and Receiver of the V. S. land office, ranee, Kans. via the postomce route identified as loot.
at Santa Fe, Xew Mexico, on the l!Hh
day of July, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Xoverto S. Torres, of Kennedy, Xew
Mexico.
Juan Sanchez, of Kennedy, Xew
Mexico.
Carl Runde, a Retail Dry
Pablo Sanchez, of Kennedy, Xew
Goods man in Pasedena,
Mexico.
Frutoso Gallegos, of Cerrillos, Xew
California, says he has used
Mexico.
his Burroughs
Bookkeeping
MANTEL R. OTERO,
Machine for thirteen years
Register.
without even changing the
CALL FOR BIDS.
ribbon: without a penny of
1? , '
la,''. !, v ,4 JvV.n,
i
Scaled proposals for the purchase of
cost for repairs.
of
the State
$20i.0'ifl.(m of the bonds
.f New .Mexico to be issued under auAnd you couldn't buy nis
thority of an act of the First State
machine now at its original
Legislature of Xew Mexico entitled
ccst, if he couldn't get an"Art Act providing funds and making
other.
.appropriations for the first fiscal year
Kyi t
for the expenses of the executive, legGive yourself a chance to
islative and judicial departments for
tell the same story.
the payment of interest on stale in- debtedness and sinking fund require
Burroughs Adding Machine Co., ments thereof, to defray the expenses
.of the educational, state and charit
"'
W. H. LONG, Sales Manager.
able institutions and hospitals and all
5
V.
other
required by existing
P.O. Box 702, El Paso, Texas. laws ofexpenses
the State of Xew Mexico and
making appropriations for deficien- ctes in revenues
of former fiscal
years which deficiencies were incurr-jeby the requirements of existing
laws.1'
Approved June 1H, 1912.
'Which said bonds are to be dated
j
the first day of July, 1912, and abso-- i
lately due and payable five years
their date, interest payable semLAS VEGAS, N. M.,
iannually at the rate of six per cent
per annum, the interest for said per- July 4th, 1912.
iod to be evidenced by coupons at-For the above occasion the tached to the said bonds, interest pay-- :
Santa Fe will sell tickets from able on the first days of September
all points on their line to Las and March, both principal and interest
the office of the State
Vegas and return at one and payable atSanta
Treasurer.
Fe, Xew Mexico, the
fare.
one- said bonde to be redeemable
a W. 1
fifth each year, in serial number com-- !
mencing with numoer one;
Dates of Sale, July 3d and 4th.
of said bonds to be redeemed on the
(015973)
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quest that it grant the use of the trian- - SERVES THAT KIND OF
BUSINESSMEN JUST RIGHT.
guiar plot of land at the corner of
Colo., June 26. E. C. Costa
Pueblo,
a
and
llroadwav
Avenue
as
Westport
who was rob- 1),lsitIpfs
si:e for the monument. The mo,mmen !'bed ot
money, diamonds and jewelry
.tselt carries out the pioneer idea and .,mmm lup U) al)0U $, )()
ja pne)lo
will he a prairie schooner drawn by about a year and a half ago, arrived
yoked oxen. It will be life size anil here and accused Pearl Book, arrested
of bronze with a stone base.
here Saturday, as the woman who rob-"tribute to West port's bed liini. She declared she had never
lasting
youth, such tis this, has been planned seen Costa before. Costa made a
for many years." said T. P. Mays, .sec- - ashless trip to Pueblo during Febru-rctarof the Westport Improvement
ary, lull, anil just as he was about to
Association, who is heading the move-- j take a train for Denver he met a worn-me"The question of funds, how- - an and was induced to accompany her
ever, always has been our stumbling, to a rooming house. When he awoke
block, but with tlie
street fair; the following day all of his valuables
and carnival, which we are planning, were missing as was the woman,
we hope to have sufficient funds to
erect a monument.
FOUNDER OF TOWN OF
"We will hold the fair August ::1
ALTMAN DIES OF APPENDICITIS
to September 7 on the grounds between Westport Avenue and Forty-thirColorado Springs, June 2". Samuel
Street on .Mill Creek Hon leva rd. Altman. for whom the town of Altman
We want to make it more than a fair. in the Cripple Creek district, was namIt's going to be rather a social reun- ed, died in Colorado Springs, a victim
ion of those men who by their fortitude of appendicitis,
after a brief illness.
and manhood helped make Kansas City Altman was 56 years old and is surwhat it is."
vived by his wife and five children.
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SUMMER
TOURIST
RATES
EAST AMD WEST
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fort-eigl-
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SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
St. Paul,
St. Louis,
Denver,
Chicago,
$21.10
$50.35
$44.35
$50.35
Salt Lake,
Colo. Springs,
Pueblo,
$40.00
$16.15
$18.15

j

ar-it-

CALIFORNIA

;

San Francisco,

Los Angeles,

San Francisco,

San Dieo,

Oakland,

One way via Portland

$46.90

$55.90

$73.35
Return

On sale daily, June 1st to September 30th, 1912.
limit, October 31st, 1912.

SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES

San Francisco,

Los Angeles,
San

Oakland,

Dicjfo,

$50.55

$40.55

.

San Francisco,
Oneway

Portland

via

$67.50

On sale June 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20. Return limit,
August 12, 1912. Also on sale August29,30,31, Sept.
2, 3, 5, 6, 1912. Return limit, Oct. 31, 1912.
Liberal

Slop-Ove-

r

Privileges.

Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona.

LOW RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST AND WEST.

'ti

Low Summer Tourist Rate from Colorado and Other
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Eastern

For further information call on or address,
: :
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
SANTA FE, N. M.

L

IB

d

j

EM: I

'

Athletic

Bij

Exhibition

af-;t-

The Best That's Made.

.'

one-four-

lite J:???

th

$4.20 From

Santa Fe

first

Return Limit, July 7th.

Vargas Parade, July 5th.

H. S. LUTZ,

Agt,

Santa

Fe,

of

July,

1913.

The proposals should be addressed
jfo the State Treasurer, Santa Fe, Xew
Mexico, and said sealed proposals will
be publicly opened on Monday the loth
of
,'day of July, 1912, at the hour
twelve o'clock noon.
O. X1. MARROX,
Treasurer of the State of Xew Mexico.
i

Tickets sold at paints south of Lamy will
allow stop-oveat that point for passengers to make tne side trip to Santa Fe account of
De

one-fift-

N.

M.

j

'l

CAPITAL COAL YARD

eal

SWASTIKA

PHONE 85 MAIN.

x&&tit Wood
LUMP
FACTORY WOOD

CERILLOS LUMP

SAWED WOOD
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot

The "Arnold" Massage Vibrator I
(ELECTRIC)

IT DOES
RELIEVE PAIN
AND
YOU

PONT

HAVE TO WAIT
FOR RESULTS
FREE

Trial and Demonstration

At the Capital Pharmacy pne

CHIEF CLERK FRANK STAPLIN,
Of

the House, Who Leaves For Farmington Tomorrow.
valued at. $5,8(2,168.
Xevada, 16 short tons; valued

Mines and Mining

at

$64.

Xew Mexico, 3,148,1 38 short tons;
valued at $4,523,925.
Xorth Dakota, 502,628 short tons;
valued at $720,489.
Xew
Production of Coal in the Rocky i the total ouiput of the State.
Utah, 2,318,175 short tons; valued at
Mexico consumed 767,108 short tons, $4,248,666.
Mountain States.
The complete returns of the coal 'or 25 per cent of the total production
tons;
Wyoming, 6,74 1,864 short
production in the States of the Rocky of the state, in the manufacture of valued at $10,508,863.
Mountain region in 191 1 have been 'coke, and Utah 381,096 short tons, or
Total production for 191 1, 26,04 I8S7
received by E. W. Parker, of the 15 per cent of the total output. The short tons; valued at $10,098,747.
United States Geological Survey. The total quantity of coal consumed in
eight states included, namely, Colo-- : the manufacture of coke at the mines WILL HERALD SANTA FE'S
FAME IN MANY TOWNS.
rado, Idaho, Montana, Xevada, Xew of the Rocky Mountain States was
Tivi'n Vnrfh Tlakntfl. Utah and Wvoshort tons, a little less than
W. H. Simpson of the Santa Fe and
ming, produced in 1911 a total ofj 10 per cent of the total production.
The total number of men employed
26,(144,387 short tons, valued at
Dwight L. Elmendorf Arrived
Last Night.
Although no coal was pro- in the coal mines of the Rocky Mounduced in Xevada in 101 0, the output tain states was 33,783, who worked an
was
of the seven other states
Last evening, W. II. Simpson, generaverage of 219 days, against 84,652
short tons, valued at $43,776,-713- , men for an average of 245 days in al advertising manager of the Santa
Fe system with headquarters at Chiindicating a decrease in 1911 of 1910.
Production of coal in the Rocky cago, and Dwight L. Elmendorf, the
2,813,026 short tons, or 9.7 per cent
In quantity, and of $3,677,968, or 8.4 Mountain States in 1910:
famous lecturer and authority on town
Colorado, 11,973,76:1 short tons; building and civics, arrived in Santa
per cent in value. This decrease was
Fe after a visit to Denver and Colo
due to the resumption of mining in valued at $17,020,984.
the Mississippi Valley States, the idleIdaho, 4,418 short tons; valued at rado Springs. Mr. Elmendorf brought!
a moving picture machine with him
ness in which, caused by the strike $17,426.
in 1910, resulted in extraordinary deMontana, 2,920,970 short tons; valued and will not leave this section until he
has secured a number of interesting
mand on the mines of most of the at $5,329,322.
films. R is likely that the De Vargas
Xevada (no production.)
Rocky Mountain states.
Xew Mexico, 3,5iis,821 short tons; pageant will arrange a rehearsal for
In Montana and Xorth Dakota the
him. Secretary of the Hoard of Trade
production in 1911 exceeded that of valued at $4,877,151.
short
Xorth Dakota, 399,041 short tons; Joseph S. Harris, took the distinguish1910, in the former by 55,388
ed visitors in tow last evening and as
tons and in the latter (which produced valued at $395,139.
Utah, 2,517,809 short tons; valued at rn eye opener showed them the rural
lignite exclusively) by 103,587 short
Both of these states attained $4,224,556.
tons.
paintings and peerless exhibits in the
short tons; New Mexico Museum. This forenoon,
their maximum record of production in Wyoming,
7,333,413
Professor Sylvanus G. Morley of the
valued at $11,706,1 87.
1911.
Total production in 1910, 28,837,413 School of American Archaeology, took
In importance of production Colorado ranked first in 1911 with an out- short tons; total value of production the visitors to the Rito de los Frijoles
to view the most interesting portion
put of 10,157,3S3 short tons; Wyoming in 1910, $43,776,713.
Production of coal in the Rocky of the cliff dwelling region. Tomorsecond, with 6,744,864 short tons; and
Xew Mexico third, with 3,148,138 short Mountain States in 1911:
row, they will take moving pictures at
tons.
tons; Tesuque Pueblo and at the U. S. InColorado, 10,137,383 short
New valued at $14,747,764.
dian school. They are also securing
Coke is made in Colorado,
coal
Mexico and Utah. Colorado's
Idaho, 1,805 short tons; valued at a number of choice photographs for
I
use In the advertising literature of
made into coke in 1911 amounted to
$4,808.
short tons, or 14 per cent of. Montana, 2,976,358
short
tons; the Santa Fe.

MANY MEN have resolved to come
A GREAT
to this store for their SUMMER SHOES.

I

j

All these men are posted--kno- w
just what sort
of shoes they want, and they also know where

to get them

!

-

They Save Themselves Time, Trouble

and Money.

If They Look at Our

Shoes, We'll Get Their Money, Sure!
If They Buy Without Seeing Our Shoes
It Will Be Their Loss as Well as Ours!

I

Our styles are far away from just the ordinary
sort of shoes!

MEN'S OXFORDS,
$3.00, $3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00

i

Where
Quality
Meets
Price

Min 9flueaer:
'.IS.

Display

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE,
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The Switzerland of America.

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
AaKes Specialty of Mining, Political
and Industrial News. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
a Year.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
Vice President and General Manager.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
Secretary-TreasureJOHN K. STAUFFER
WILLIAM F. BRCGAN,
Associate Editor

FIRST

to

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

Daily, six months, by
Weekly, six ironths
Weekly, :er year
Weekly, per quarter

Valley Ranch Activities.
Valley Ranch, X. M., June 25, 1012. Mr. T. S. Orth, Mr. and Mrs. W. Temple and son, William, all of Chicago,
reached here yesterday afternoon on No. 1, arriving just in time to join in the social dance which took place
last night.
Mr. .1. F. Miller, with Mr. and Mrs. John A. Rodgers and family, of Chicago, left this morning for an automobile trip to Santa Fe.

mail.;.... $3. 50
1.00
2.00
50

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
Mexican
Tue new
every postoffice in the Staie, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

XXX

LIFE INSURANCE.
Last year, lite insurance companies J
paid half a million dollars in claims
in New Mexico.
That was money
saved for a day when the saving
counted the most. Life insurance is
today the most practical way of saving, the most thrifty and most systematic method of providing for the
future. A bulletin of the Life Insurance Press today shows the distri
bution of the $5!)2,64f,0u0 paid out last
year in the United States and Canada
by life insurance companies to beneficiaries and there is not a section of
the country into which the golden
stream did not flow. In New Mexico,
the largest single claim paid was
and went to the heirs of Harper
S Cunningham of Santa Fe.
Albuquerque received $.",0,000 of the insurance money, Roswell S4S,."no, Raton
$24,500. Santa Fe $21,000, Socorro
Mound $LS,000, Las
Wagon
Cruces $13,750, Kingston $11,750, and
Dayton $11,250, while the following
places received less than $10,000 each
ana yet bringing succor to many a
home in its darkest hour: Alamogordo,
Artesia, Belen, Bernalillo, Bibo, Blackmck, Clayton, Clovis, Deming, Dexter,
Foisora Fort Sumner, French,
Hagerman, Hatch, Hillsboro, Las
Vegas, Lordsburg, Mesilia, Naravisa,
Negra PineSj Puerto de Luna, Santa
springer and Taiban.

money-transmitti-

New Mexico
New Jersey, Robert S. Hudspeth X
New York,
North Carolina, Joseph Daniels X.
North Dakota,
Ohio, E. H. Moore.
Oklahoma, Robert Galbraith.
Oregon, Will R. King.
Pennsylvania, A. Mitchell Palmer.
Rhode Island, Geo. W. Greene X.
South Carolina, B. R. Tillman X.
South Dakota,

BALTIMORE CONVENTION HAS
TO WAIT WHILE BOSSES
PREPARE DIAGRAM.
(Continued from Page one)
of Mr. Bryan to defer the drawing of
a platform until alter the nominations.
Senator Ollie James of Kentucky,
had been agreed upon for permanent
chairman of the convention and it was
expected that at tonight's session
there would be no friction in the permanent organization.
Dark Korse Talk.
Md., June 26. "Dark
Baltimore,
horse'' talk was more general today
about the convention than at any
time. This was partly due to the fact
that the New York delegation had determined to vote for Mayor Wm. .1.
Gaynor on the first ballot. The evident purpose of this was to get a test
on the first ballot, though some said it
showed that he would be boomed for
second place.
Nominations Tomorrow.
With the nominating sessions expected to be held tomorrow, presidential gossip filled the air. It seemed to
be admitted by all that Speaker Champ
Clark would go into the convention
with a distinct advantage over all the
other candidates.
Bryan dvocaies
refused to consider him out of the running. They said his defeat for the

j

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to ail parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.

Entered as Second Class Matte r at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily, per week by carrier
75
Oaily, per month, by carrier
65
Dailv tier month, hv mail
7.00
Daily', per year, by mail

NATIONAL BANK
OF SANTA FE

R.

J.

PALEN,

J.

President.

B. READ.

ng

Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.

F. McKANE,

L. A. HUGHES,

TOWN PLANNING.
According to the London Times,
of the
ON
town planning is taken very seriously
as far
V
in Great Britain. Scribner's for July,
Rethe
gives a number of instances ot model
Tennessee,
towns that have been established with
Texas, Cato Sells.
There are the conservatives
success in England, but it is the
Utah, Wm. R. Wallace.
and the radicals in both parties
moulding over of the older municipali-- j
Vermont, Thomas H. Browne X.
along the fringes and the
ties that is proving the most difficult
Virginia,
censolid mass of voters in the
:task bfcaiisp it h:is hepn sn Inrm de- AVashington, John Pattison.
MflVf'd.
ter, who follow their party
Lnnrimi this vpnr Kiiont ninrp
West
Virginia, John T. McGraw X.
thin.
and
thick
through
to straighten a single street than the
Wisconsin, Joseph E. Davies X.
But after all, the conservaentire assessed valuation of Santa Fe
Wyoming, John E. Osborne X.
tive forces will be drawn tocounty. It is that which furnishes a
Alaska, A. J. Daly X.
and
N ward Taft and Sherman,
reason
for
Fe
Santa
very strong
doing
District of Columbia, Edwin A. NewS the radical forces to the Democan
its city planning now, when plans
man X.
S. A. AKINS
Proprietor.
cratic standard bearers ; the
efbe adopted and gradually put into
Hawaii, John H. Wilson.
men who believe in orderly profect at practically no cost to the taxEUROPEAN PLAN.
AND
AMERICAN
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
Porto Rico, Henry W. Dooley.
gression and progress will vote
payer but to his lasting and decided
E.
R.
Philippines,
Manley.
X the Republican
ticket; those
benefit. Says the London Times:
X
who think a quick change is
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
"A proposal has been made, and is
advisable, even if it does upset
now receiving support, for establish- will
WHEAT TRADERS TAKE
industry and business,
ing a professorship of town planning
ticket.
SELLING SIDE IN PIT.
vote the Democratic
up,
European Rate, $1.00
at
London
The
idea
University.
That is, not counting the office
with Joe Burns, who
American Plan, $2.50 and up.
seekers and the professional
(By Special Leased Wire to Tfew Mexican I
gested at the
exhibition,
A disposition
111., June 26.
politicians on both sides who
Chicago,
held at Crosby Hall some time ago,
to scout at reports of serious damage
have other fish to fry and
that some wealthy person should
to
use
X merely
gain power
party
having been done in the northwest,
dow such a chair; and since then, Mr.
temporary chairmanship yesterday inclined a majority of wheat traders
and office.
"
of the Garden Citv
Herbert
Warren,
a
sense
ot
was
wnat
no
test
nis
in
The Republicans will appeal'
of Alton B. Parker fori
today to take the selling side. OpenAssociation, has several times urged t The election
or
Rooms en
to the man who has estabat Baltimore,! strength would be as the presidential
to
lower. Sepwas ar temporary chairman
ing prices were
matter
its
desirability.
Thp
were
followers
nominee.
The
Bryan
means
X lished himself in business, to
suicide for the Democratic
a
to 104
tember started at 104
Long
first referred to the executive comfight
X the man who has a steady job
Folk. hopeful that the nomination
to
touched
fall of
mittee of the association and now a party, shrieks
to
a
and
fifth
ballot
cold
fourth
or
Hot
go
might
a
steady job,
was selected, but the DemoX or expects to get
104
and declined to 104
strong committee is being formed to rParker
111
",a"- - ul
in
u ill hravincr
wo
alu"u",u
thio
rutin rtr.nl-nX to the man who believes
The close was steady, with Septemfurther it.
delegations would go to him.
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here. Albuquerque Journal.
form
or
to the
Judge Parker's
from Taos where she had been for a
CASES 0l: ILLNESS
fact
that EVERY ILLNESS, whether
M. A. Ortiz, county clerk of Santa Fe delegates to make Mr. appeal
short visit with her daughter. Mis.
Bryan chair-- ;
or unknown, is covered by
known
county went to Las Vegas today on man of the resolutions committee.
Carlos Dunn. Las Vegas Optic.
the FIDELITY AND CASUALTY niQAUII ITV ui
busin ess.
to
his
a
hotel
Returning
from
visit
Colonel YV. S. Hopewell, who has
i ,.
worthy of careful consideration and consequent action ?
or.,,,,,.,
io
just returned from a I'ip to linkers-field- , who left the ca;;al last week with Mrs. (the.iayor rreston, tilein X"braskan spent
early
morning
correspondence
California, arrived in the Capi- Vargas, going overland, for his homeland then went to
the
tal yesterday afternoon
from Albu- at Ojo Caliente, Kio Arriba
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
comity, is jto attend t he meeting of the resolu-- j
querque.
ill with typhoid fever.
He is under tions committee.
'
Dwight L. Elmetidorf, a note lecturer the treatment of good physicians and
ACCIDENT
HEALTH
"The delegates are saying below
LIABILITY
of Xew York City, is in Santa Fe for bis
recovery is confidently expected. stairs that you will write the party
the purpose cf preparing a lecture on Mr. Vargas represented the counties
was suggested.
the many interesting sights in ths of Rio Arriba and Sandoval very platform,"
"Hut a progressive platform would
northern part of the new state.
be a rebuke to the convention, would
creditably in the legislature.
In answer to n telegram, W. T.
Chief Clerk Frank Staplin,
Mrs. ii not?'- - was Mr. Bryan's reply.
of Quay, Xew .vlexico went to Staplin and son, vvi'l leave tomorrow
Bryan Down But Not Out.
Santa Fe this week. It is very proba for their :or.ie at Farmington, where
Mr. Bryan was told that
many deleMr. Staplin, besides being in the mer- gates believed the vote
yesterday incantile business, is also publisher and dicated the convention was progreseditor of the Farmington Enterprise. sive and that he would he able to
Mr. and Mrs. Staplin made many name the candidate for the presidenfriends in Santa Fe during their stay. tial nomination.
"I think I have given the
Mr. Staplin proved a most efficient
opinion
THE LATEST IN
that the convention would have the
clerk of the Mouse.
Phone. Black 204.
415 Palace Avenue.
John Madden, state counsel for the reactionary stamp with the qualificaM. K. and T. railroad in Kansas and tion, "Unless the delegates hear from
a prominent member of the Kansas home. The vote would indicate that
For
and Early
bar is in the city for a visit of ten days I am down."
Fall Wear.
"But not out," added a friend.
or longer. He has been on a tour of
"With the qualification that I don't
the West and Northwest and says that
Pfroerptahred
of all the places he has visiied, the mind it a bit," smilingly said Mr.
climate of Santa Fe is the best he has Bryan.
Southeast of Plaza.
He says that if the peoencountered.
With
Finest Line of Sterling Silver Ware
THAW TRYING TO
ple of the middle West knew of the
HIS
PROVE
SANITY.
In the Beautiful and New Orange Blossom, Chippendale
wonderful attractions of Santa Fe
they would come here in great num- Codicil in His Will
j?
H.
AND OTHER PATTERNS.
KAUNE
GO. bers
Providing Damages
during the summer months.
B
See
for Alleged Young Women
Victims of White.
BRYAN CAUSES CONSTERNATION.
San Francisco
tBy Special Leasifl Wuc ;u N'ew Mexican)
Reliable Jeweler
White Plains, N. Y., June 2fi. Harry
Safe
Street
(Continued From Page One.)
K Thaw took the stand
again today in
his efforts to prove his sanity and ob-tcy," and there was no nomination in
his release from Matteawan. He
opposition to him. His election was was questioned at
length by the state's
unanimous.
counsel, William T. Jerome.
Plot to Trap Bryan.
Thaw's counsel, Clarence J. Shearn,
be
Cautious advisers of the Nebraska objected
frequently, and Interrupted
leader argued against his accepting the testimony to such an extent
AT TESUQUE, FORMER
that!
the chairmanship of the resolutions ludge Keogh asked that the witness
STROBER
committee on the ground that the at- be allowed to answer questions in his
tempt to have him draft the platform own way. Later the court threatened
MER RANCHES COM- is a poorly concealed plot to commit to stop the examination
unless
he
E5INED.
him in advance to the subsequent act could get the
of counsel.
"I cannot pass upon this man's sanof the convention and to any nominee
well fenced. One-ha- lf
600
on what would be known as the "Bry ity," said the court, "unless I ha've on
sell
to
an
observe
him as he anportunity
platform."
Advise
Mr. Bryan hi nself, it was said, was swers the questions asked him.
If
of
poor
for .
loath to have anything1 to do with the Mr. Jerome asks competent questions
and
it
the
produces
effect
of
until
he
sure
is
who
212 W
the nom
platform
fagging
inee will be. For that reason, it was tne witness I can t help it."
126-- 4
"Are
not
you
willing to give Judge
declared, he wou'd advocate the upKeogh
to
decide
on
opportunity
of
your
end
the
precedent
setting
naming
of a candidate before the platform is sanity?" asked Jerome.
before
"liearned alienists will give Judge
and adopted.
vou written Bryan
Keogh plenty of opportunity,'' Thaw
Scores a Point.
nice As soon as the committee organized, replied.
The codicil in Thaw's will was read
Mr. Bryan moved the presentation of
in wnicn were provisions that damages!
the platform be deferred until after should be
given to certain young worn- the convention had nominated a can- en on whom
had been comdidate for President. Senator Rayner mitted. Thawindignities
said the codicil had as
seconded the proposition.
He spoke us
HISTORY OF
purpose to obtain damages from
at gome length, urging a progressive Stanford
White.
platform and particularly in reference
The most accurate and best written history of the State, giving the deto the tariff and direct election of sen- CUBA SETTLFS DOWN
tails of the struggles and danger of the early Spanish settlers up to the
ator on which planks there was found
TO A QUIET SUMMER.
to be a division of sentiment.
present era. It is the history of facts concerning .New Mexico, as Mr. Read
We Have Our First Arrival of
'Py Special Leased Wire to New Mexican;
is in possession of the original documents that in themselves are priceless
"We do not want and must not have
Washington, tf. C, June 2fi. The
CANTALOUPES
a perpetual debate between the can- improvement of conditions in Cuba
treasures. Over eight hundred pages bound in large
readable type
From Imperial Valley. They Are Fine didate and the platform," said Mr. led the war department today 10 abanBryan in advocacy of his motion post- don the arrangements made for the
SPECIAL PKICES TO EDUCATORS. INSTITUTIONS, ETC.
on
the
poning action
platform until dispatch of the expeditionary force,
'
after the nomination of the presiden- of about. 15,0(10 men, and orders were
THE HISTORY oFeDUCATToT'IN NEW MEXICO
tial candidate, "and" he continued, issued to put out of commission the
A Concise HI tory of the Important Purt that Kilucii'.lon Meant to the Settlement
H.
KAUNE
CO. the only way to prevent such a re fo.ir big army transports at Newport
and growth of Our State." Hy Mr. Head, in a
pham- en ttS
sult is to name your man first. In- News. The soldiers comprising the
let, something that should be in every home in the State. Price,
deed, in these days the man is the force who have men resting on their
Leave your orders at the New Mexican office, or address the
platform."
arms for the past month will return
author, BENJAMIN M. READ, Santa Fe.
'The candidate, he argued, should to the routine of
garrison life.
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v.hich often follows overtime dees not
give the supposed
for
opportunity
leisure and recuperation. It is itself
a season of deprivation. For slack
work means slack pay, with a consequent loss rather than gain in oppor-
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Mi.
Oil Louis Rocky
p acific
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HOURS

PROFESSIONAL

CHOOS.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
P. DAVIES,

EDWARD

tunities for recuperation.
Attorney anl Counselor at Law.
But deeper than this objection to
Xooins
the alteration of overwork and idle- CapiUl Ofty Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
ness, is the physiological objection.
Assistant District Attorney, Firs
During overtime leisure and rest are
cut down at the very same time that Judicial District.
heavier and longer demands are made
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
upon the human organism.
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Over Work Poisons System
Hand Toxins Cause Excessive Fatigue
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Essay by Josephine Goldmark
Secretary of National's
League

Contagious Blood Poison, as the name implies,

fs en infectious blood taint which may be communi

cated from one person to another. Its virus is oF a most insidious
nature, multiplying from an insignificant germ in the blood until it (Exclusive Service The Survey Press
" 48"
9 0
Sr1!"""" becomes a thorough systemic poison. So powerful and dangerous is
8 60
2 05
Bureau.)
55
Koebler Junotton......
8 20
Hi
2 35
Oolfax
this terrible blood plague that no time should be lost in trying to drive
last
the
'During
century while many
8 02
3 03
76
C!rroso80
It should not be temporized with, but should be who have seen the
it from the system.
7 46 .
Lv
3 2o
82
Cimarron
Ar
practical results
5 00
manifirst
3 30
Ar a in
The
on
Lv
the
Olmarron
killed as one would a deadly serpent
pathway.
of overwork in industry and year after
4 52
80
3 S8
Naab
is usually a tiny sore or pimple,
42
festation of Contagious Blood Poison
3 48
88
....
Hr!an
men of
4 25
A
cVinwc itc year sought a legal remedy,
A.
ant! ro
4 05
94
Ar
Cts Parle. N. M...Lv
;l
;Jf
a miuu titvia
nu n.
in
DUl u
aiiu
uw, o..v..o
val.ious sciences llave unknown to
fichus,
lapauy
"'
'"
in
the
m
P
The mouth and throat ulcerate, glands
presence in the blood.
them ben stlldving the Bame )heno.
spots appear on mena in the aboratol.y. Physiologist0,
groin swell, the hair begins to come out, copper-colore- d
Connects at Colfax with E. P. S. V. Ry. train North.
N. M.
the body, and fresruently running sores and ulcers break out on the tlesh. i(.ljemists bacteriologists and psychoi-Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, 9 a.
X.
m.,
at
condition of such serious nature requires proper treatment. ogists ,,ave contributed to this study.
M.,
daily
for
N.
M.t
Elizabethtown,
Stage leaves I'te Park,
of bag- Not only must the disease be driven out, but the system which has j v is the f,lcts brought out by such
except Sunday. Fare $2.00 one wav, $:!.50 round trip; fifty pounds
weakened by the powerful poison must be built up, before health j vestigatkms which as presented by
gage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. tn.;
can be restored. "The queston of most importance therefore is what Louis d. Brandeis and Miss Goldmark,
from the south at 4:38 a. m.
medicine has proven by actual results its superiority as a blood purifier? have afforded a powerful and success-Wclaim this distinction for S. S. S. because of its successful record mi argument before the federal su- (1) Daily.
F. M. WILLIAMS,
j
(2) Dailv except Sundays.
more
for
preme court for upholding state logis- than forty years.
General Passenger Agent.
(3) Euesdays, Thursday and Saturda ys.
S. S. S. cures Contagious Blood Poison by purifying the blood, kuion regulating health commons in
It goes into the circulation and removes the last trace of the infectious industry.
A tired person is Mterally and actu
virus, acts with fine tonic effect on the stomach, bowels, kidneys, and
oiher portions of the system, and thus makes a perfect as well as a ally a poisoned person poisoned by
nermanent cure. S. S. b. is made entirely ot roots, neros ana Danes, his own waste products. But so
Not a particle of
each of which has a specific action on the system.
is the body constructed that
a a.s. hike a running stream it purifies it- mineral or other harmful substance enters into its composition,
is perfectly safe for any one, and instead of upsetting the stomach, as S(?if and during repose the cast off im- mineralirtlieaiCineS Orien ao, II tones up litis uupuiiam lucmuci, aim purities are normally ournea up by
makes digestion easy. Thousands have cured themselves ot Conta- the oxygen brought by the blood, exif you will write and creted by the kidneys, destroyed in
gious Blood Poison by the use of S. S. S., and
Home Treatment the liver, or eliminated from the body
our
without
will
send
it
we
charge,
you,
request
Book which will give you all necessary information for crushing out through the lungs. So rest repairs
J
the life of this serpent-lik- e
poison and curing yourself at home. We fatigue.
S. S. S. is
This balance Is kept true and fawill also give you free any medical advice you may wish.
tigue is repaired just as long as it reTHE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, CA,
gold at drug stores.
mains within phsio'ogical limits; that
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it, as long as activity is balanced by
repose, the obnoxious products of activity are more quickly eliminated and
tissue is rebuilt. The physiological
THE PRESS AND TEDDY.
V
of fatigue benormal phenomenon
excomes pathological or abnormal
haustion, as soon as the balance beBlames it on McHarg.
tween rest, and fatigue is destroyed.
Major W. II. II. Llewellyn of Las
In extreme instances, as when huntiC'i'iices, who was a spectator at both
ed animals drop dead in the chase,
the Tut't and Ruoseelt conventions
they die not from overstrain of any
in Chicago, was in Albuquerque for
particular organ, such as the heart,
.several hours last night on his way
but from sheer chemical poisoning due
home. Major Llewellyn is an ardent
to the unexpelled waste matter of faadmirer of the illustrious colonel anil
tigue.
added his cheers to the clivers of
The scientific investigations of famany when Roosevelt was nominate!
in Orthestran hall in Chicago
on
tigue in its varied aspects throw a
flood of light upon the intricate
Sunday night.
of speed, overtime, piece-wor"I am not prepared to say how M E.
T.
New Mexico will stand toward RooseThou shalt not join the Ananias and the like industrial requirements.
velt," said Major Llewellyn last night. Club unless the membership is con- For if fatigue be due to demonstrated
"That depends a great deal, in my ferred by ME.
chemical action, removable only by
if
opinion, on what the Democrats do
S. Thou slif.lt not
to my proper intervals of rest;
refer
at the Baltimore convention."
'or exhaustion results from the
Deal" po'icies, as they are a
"Square
Regarding the Taft convention, held
accumulation of chemical fatigue pro-- I
thing of the past with ME.
in the Coliseum in Chicago,
Major
ducts and the destruction of energy-yieldin9.
Thou shalt not talk about politithe Tafiers,
Llewellyn condemned
material in nerve and muscle
scoring them in vigorous fashion for cal offices or their salaries but always tissue; if strain or labor carried on
talk
to
voters
the
about
their'
methods.
"Principles" i after fatigue has set in is proved to
theft and ME.
"It was a case of bald-facbe more exhausting than simple work;
of delegates from Arizona, Texas and
in. Thou shalt not
about any and if muscular
training outruns nerother states," said Major Llewellyn. other King but ME, for I intend to be vous
strength, then the need for the
"Stolen delegates nominated Taft. I King Theodore I.
shorter work day rests upon a scien- agree perfectly with Colonel RooseI give unto tit'ic basis.
Another
commandment
Science makes out its
velt that no honest man could hon
case for the short day in industry.
you:
estly accept the nomination at the.
That you love one another, that is,
Factory legislation has been foundhands of such a convention."
Major Llewellyn said that through provided you all love ME. The Pueb- ed on a prior logic. It has been
ill the excitement of the conventions lo Chieftain.
rather essentially illogical, the result
of half way measures and opposing
Colonel Roosevelt was cool and col
lected and did not become excited.
forces. Not man's foresight but the
inexorab'e results of labor long carMajor Llewellyn declared that many
of the contests not sanctioned by the
ried on counter to nature's laws, have
colonel were pushed largely througll
been on the whole responsible for the
Palace.
Ormshy McHarg. "The colonel never
which industrial
A. H. Brown. Sa.n Francisco.
meager protection
did want McHarg in it," said the ma-- !
communities have granted their workJno. B. Gill, Washington, D. C.
jor. "But McHarg was insisted on by
ers.
on the one side,
H. R. McGibbon, City.
those supplying the sinews of war."
Sam Eldodt and son, Chamita.
and philanthropy on the
iinthe
declared
that
Major Llewellyn
J. W. Beck, El Rito.
other, hampered by prejudices of evpetuosity of Hiram Johnson and of
George E. Fischer, St. Louis.
ery sort these for the most part have
Heney, which had been much critiMabel Grames, Alamosa.
brought about such protection as excised did not damage the Roosevelt
B. P. Gonzales, Des Moines.
ists today.
cause and that the latter was much! W. H.
Simpson, Chicago.
But the laws of fatigue furnish a
instead
of
weakened
by
strengthened
Dwight L. Elmendorf, New York.
scientific basis for legislation and an
the arrival in person of Mr. Roosevelt.
James Goss, Chicago.
explanation of the effect of
Albuquerque Herald.
F. M. Williams, Raton.
on health,
output and production.
ne Kepuoiican way is Kignt.
Jno. Madden and wife, Parsons, Kas.
This is the more important because
It is Republican to hold fast tQ
regulation of the length of working
that which is good; it is Republican;
Coronado.
hours has been so bitter'y opposed
to reward good service.
D. Angel, Galisteo.
by those who fear that the lessening
The party which preserved the
Pcrfirio Abreu, Penasco.
of the hours of labor means a correunion and pensioned
the soldiers
Frank Souders, Clovis.
could not have been true to its prinOtto Forbes, Clovis.
sponding economic loss. From the
first dawn of protective legislation in
ciples had it failed to renominate' J. B. Garcia, Albuquerque.
William Howard Taft for the presi-- j
Lorenzo Luna, Acoma.
England over a century ago to the
Ross London, McCarthys.
dency.
present day, the rallying cry for the
it re-- t
While it is tree to reward,
most diverse-mindeJohn Collier, Madrid.
opponents of legsents the least assumption of obliga-- j
islation has been the threatened ruin
t;on, and so stands firm upon that
of industry and manufacturers. Yet
Montezuma.
H. Martin, Albuquerque.
principle of freedom on which both it
the unconscious consensus of testiIt Jno. A. Rodgers and wife, Chicago. mony from various states and counand the nation were founded.
gives freely, but acknowledges no debt, Cecelia Edw. Bud Rodgers, Chicago. tries on the economic benefits of the
it cannot pay with honor.
J. F. Miller, Valley Ranch.
j
short day, recorded in official and unW. S. Hopinal, Albuquerque.
Holding with Washington and with
official documents, is in its turn as
Lincoln that the very nature of a peo-- l
R. E. Curry and wife, St. Louis.
impressive as we found the unanimity
Lew Pates, St. Louis.
pie's government necessitates placing
of evidence on the physical effects of
a limit upon human ambition, the Re-- j
E. N. Rich, La Jara.
the long day.
term
a
refused
third
W. S. Ross, San Francisco.
publican party
The essentia! injury 0f overtime is
of the presidency to its hero Grant,1
Hen M. Jacks, Louisville.
due o what has been graphically
D. W. Cotter, Louisville.
just as it has a second time refused
a like demand made by its hero Roose- proved by the ergograph that effort in.
Jno. A. German, New York.
creases with fatigue, that work convelt.
T. P. Alexander, St. Iniis.
tinued after fatigue has set in reIt is not that it loved Grant less nori W. H. Long. El Paso.
Roosevelt the less, but that it once' C. D. Amphlett, Denver.
quires so much more subsequent time
for recuperation.
felt and now feels in the face of such! L. D. Smith, Denver.
But during a rush
a demand all the more its responsible
or overtime season "such time for reP. L. Dawson, Trinidad.
.
lity to the nation, its duty to guard'
cuperation is necessarily lacking. The
that government of the people which W0ULD HAVE SCHOOLS TEACH
girl who is kept in the great departiso long has rested in its hands.
MORALITY AND SEX KNOWLEDGE. ment stores until ten or eleven o'clock
The right thing has been done; the
or twelve o'clock at night during one
i ne people
will
w
,Desi ming possiuie.
pnln.. Time ")fi. BVron Piatt, or two frenzied weeks before the hoi- realize as much and Taft will be re- - ltuAent an(j
ierturer, in an address at Way which heralds the reign of peace;
elected. The nation needs the party, (he
cllautallqua
meeting, advocated the girl who works at fever heat all
neens us sixengm 01 mina aim luice tbe soiutjon of the sex problem by
evening stitching women's shirtwaists
of character; needs its sincerity, and
moraIs in the puWic schools.1 in January for the spring trade, is not
tcaohing
most of all, needs that courage it
,.why notr he asked ..j believe the relievpd frQm fte necegsity of report.
""'"6
""i"1"
time will come when we will have spe- for work at seven or eight o'clock
which those of small faith are saying r1aIists aIon thilr ,infi ag we do m ing
next morning. She comes to work
the
own
threatens its
disruption.
mathematics, languages or any other
over- It is only the brave who can do that, subject. Men and women who have re- - unrepaired and with each dav of
time accuniulatea fatigue necessarily
and the Republican party is brave ceived special
fitout
training will go
The people, Republican at heart, will ted to teach tne ymith o our land tne
In theory, the requirement of over- know this in November will know fimdamental
principles of life in such
me
it and approve. Denver Republican.
a wav na tn rais tho entire Btanriard
supposed to ne Balanced oy
Would-B- e
i
period which often follows,
King Theodore's Command- of living. What we need is not inno
is as- ments.
cence, It is virtue, which combines the A short period of
These Commandments, I,
to De compensated Dy a siiDse'
purity of innocence with the safe- .sumea let-uof the,.'e United States, Theodore
But th
slack period
quent
guards of knowledge."
X X

& Rio

Grande

IN EFFECT

S S

X

S

W

give unto you:
1. Thou shalt not steal, except it
be for ME.
2.
Thou shalt not worship nor bow
down to any other God but ME.
3.
Thou shalt not commit fraud at
elections unless it is to benefit ME.
4.
Thou shr.lt not say anything
against J. P. Morgan and other money
kings so long as they work with ME.
5.
Thou sh!t not have any political boss but ME as I am the only man
iitted to boss ninety million people.
fi.
Thou shalt not say anything
pgainst the Harvester trust, nor the
Steel trust, because they are good to

j

June 1st to September 30 th
Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.
For information as to rates, reservations
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. Q. Ajfent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.

j

I

i

k

j

over-fatigu- e

g

high-hande-

e

Institute

tlk

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Point of th Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Delnititu-Uon.- "
"Distinguished
partment a
Arm? officer detailed by Wat

The Wat

Department.

Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
III. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Fecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3Vu((
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or mow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructor!,
It graduates from standard eastern
xllege. Ten buildings, throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
Id all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pre.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and Illustrated

Hotel Arrivals.

Self-intere-

e

-'

j

over-wor-

I

Km

address:

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

Superintendent

d

j

SUMMER
TOURIST
FARES
On Sale Daily,
June 1st
Until September 30th, 1912. Low round trip
rates to all principal Eastern and Northern
points. Final return limit, October 31st.

j

rr,.-p-

Diverse Routes
VOIR VACATION

Liberal Stopovers
IS SHORT USE THE

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

...

AND SAVE
TO KANSAS CITY,

U

HOURS

TO CHICAGO,

14 HOURS

TO ST. LOUIS, 7 HOURS

Direct Line and Through Sleepers to Memphis.

sk

Would-Be-Kin-

g

over-exertio- n

k

Attornsy-st-La-

Santa Fe,

-

-

New Mexico.

-

HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
Attorney
Practice in the District Court as
well as before the Supreme Court ot
the State.
Las Cruces, New Mexico
G. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counsellor at La.
Practice in all the District Court
and gives special attention to cases
before the State Supreme Court.
Office:

Laughlin Bidg., Santa Fe, N. M.
C. W. G. WARD,

....

State District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora Counties.
Las Vegas,

HARRY

D.

New Mexico,

MOULTON,

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
EASLEY & EASLEY,
. Chas. R. Easley,
Chas. F. Easley,
Attorney
Practice in the Courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.

Santa Fe,

N. M.,

branch

Office,

Estan-cia-

,

N. M.
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
A tto rn ey a
aw.
Practice in all the Courts and
s--

L

the Interior Department.
Taos,

-

-

New Mexico.

H. L. ORTIZ,

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practicing before all the Courts in
the State.
New Mexico
Santa Fe, - -

j

i

New Mexico Military

seasinal overtime in such occupations
as those cited above, leaves the worker with too great a physiological deficit. There is no rebound. Compensation ofttimes comes too late. Fatigue let run is a debt to he paid at
compound interest. It has been shown
that output and wages tend to rise
rather than fall with shortened working hours, so that income is in the
long run increased, not curtailed.
No thinking person can deny that
in the last resort health is determined
by the total standard of living; that
besides long hours, poverty and low
wages, unsanitary tenements and bad
food, dirt and overcrowding, are the
tangled causes oX lowered vitality and
il'ness among working people. Nor
would be minimize the physical effects
cf mental distress and worry among
workers who are only a few months
off from real destitution. Yet, so far
as the overworked are concerned, all
these causes of distress might be removed wages, food, housing, and sanitation, all be raised to a higher level
and yet the essential cause of break
down would be untouched so long as
the few extra hours of work remain,
as our supposed critics would call
them. The shorter work day and relief from overstrain are not in themselves the cure for ills we have considered: but they are the sine qua
non without which no other cure is
possible or conceivable. Just because
a fatigued person is a poisoned
person,
poisoned by the accumulation of his
own waste products, nothing can fundamentally cure the exhausted workers
which does not e'iminate the cause
for such accumulated poisoning.

Political Pointers
No Use for Colored Voter.
Chicago, June 2fi. There is not

a

single negro delegate to the Democratic convention in Baltimore this week,
according to word received today,

MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS,
Public Stenographer.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block.
Phone Red 102.

a
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVERTISE?
to Run Anain.
Tell your story to
Chie.Kgo, June 20. Tt is announced
2,000,000
Readers
t!:at Sen;-- , or La Follette will he a
Twelve Dollars.
r.At:didate fx- the presidency again in
We will place your
advertise
:
c.
ment :n 25 leading newspapers' Sunday issue, for $12 per insertion. DeLa Follette Is Loyal.
scriptive circular FREE.
Chicago, June 20. Walter L. V,c
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
campa-for
Senator
manager
la
AGENCY,
follette, io:i!i;hi said.
Taos, New Mexico.
"Senator La Follette expects to continue active work in the ranks of the
DR. W. -- UME BROWN,
He believes that
Republican party.
Dentist.
through this party will be carried out
Over Spitz Jewelry Store.
the progressive idea."
Rooms l, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 0.
Deneen Quits Roosevelt.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p.
Chicago, June 20. "I am a RepubliAnd by Appointment.
said
Governor Deneen of
can,"
a

Lo

'or

-

r

Illinois

"The Republican
tonight.
national
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
convention nominated Mr, Taft. I am
Physician and Surgeon.
the Republican party's candidate for
Office and Residence Washington.
That should be sufficient
governor.
next door to Public Library.
to state my position. The Illinois del- Ave.,
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m
to
al!ow
refused
egation
any 'bolt' that 2 to 4 p. m.
Evenings.
might be proposed. We remained in
Phone Black 47.
our seats and followed the wishes of
the people of Illinois as expressed at
the primaries, by voting for Mr. Roos

DR. J. M. DIAZ,

evelt."

RESIDENCE,

Eaton,

Colo.,

June

20.

An

unusual

bet on the outcome of the Democratic
convention at Baltimore was made today between "Shorty" Hughes and
William McCarthy. Hughes is an ardent admirer of Bryan and believes
that the commoner will be the choice
of the convention, while McCarthy is
a Wilson supporter.
The loser agrees
to take a chair and sit on a downtown
business corner and sew buttons and
patches on the trousers of the winner.

DON GASPAR

AVE
Phone, 220 Red

The Freak Bet Again.

OFIFCE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 237 Biack
OFFICE HOURS. to 3 P. M.
1

L. F. MURRAY, M. D.,
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,

Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
door to Weils Fargo Ex.
PHONE 233.

WALL STREET FEELS
THE UPWARD TREND.

FOR SALE A lot of second hand
belting,
hangers, pulleys, and shadPrice Advances on Steel Announced
ing; one 12 horso power and one 2a
by Independents and Buoys
horse power Leffel Engine, arst clae
Railroad Values.
condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable of carrying
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) 75
pounds of steam, pass 'A upon by
New York, N. Y., June 26. IndusBoiler Inspector;
radiators, steam
and
outtrial
financial developments
and valves; a f0 gallon gasopiping
in line
weighed all other considerations
tank, with other sundry items.
today's stock market. The
Any of these items will be sold cheap
in
finished if taken at onoe. If interested adprice advances
steel and iron were announced by sev- dress the New
Printing Comeral of the leading independents with pany, Santa Fe.Meyici'i
Ne.v Mexico.
a likelihood of similar action by the
steel corporation. United States steel
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
and allied shares were resultantly
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts all
strong but less so than some, of the of the time and works for the upstandard railway shares, notably the building ct our new State.
coalers.
Bonds were steady.
New York, N. Y., June 20 Changes
at midday were trifling. The market
closed strong.
INDEPENDENCE
On greater breadth and activity the
list moved to best prices in the last
half hour, with strength most pronounced in Steel, Norfolk and Western and the Harriman and Hill shares
d

Tg

PRACTICAL CHARITY MAKES
MANY A BRIDE HAPPY.
Northampton,. Mass., June 26. The
fund of $370,000 left by Oliver Smith,
who died in 1845 and which now
amounts to more than $1,000,000 is a
boon to brides of this city and surrounding towns who desire to mak
applications. Each bride is given $50.
Already $282,500 has been spent in this
way, $8,200 being distributed during
the last year. More than $2,000,000
has been distributed in bank accounts
for apprentice boys, help for sick and
needy widows and In other charities.

1912
July 4th,RATES
REDUCED

from all points in New Mexico
TO SANTA FE AND RETURN

One and

one-four-

th

fare for

the round trip.

Between other Stations in New Mexico,
the round trip
tickets will only be sold lor
fare is t7.5U or less.
where the
Dates of Sale, July 3rd and 4th, to
Santa Fe on July 5th, also.
one-wa-

H.

S.

LUTZ,

Aft., Santa Fe,

N. M.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE. N.
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REMARKS"

I

lCKeis

I

HOT
Women

Side Line!

If we can pull through these trying
(lays of national conventions and last
t'litil the watermelon season opens,
probably can get back into training
enough to withstand that January session of the legislature.

,

i'sserts that the Republican row now
in progress at Chicago promises much
good for the country "IF" the Democrats are wise enough to take advan-

Ml

tage of it.

e

w

HOUSE SUB FOR H. B. NO.

June

Battle at

Las Vegas

17.
2 I, lft'12.

)

ends to maintain a iiospital or hospital
and other quarters for In
invalids, and to maintain appropriate medical and surgical staffs,
advisers and iiut'res: to carry on
stoles and commisMiries; to buy. sell
and deal in goods, wares and merchandise; to have, hold, acquire by
gift, donation or purchase lands mid
real estate and to sell and convey the
same: to do any and all lawful
to its particular purpose the
establishment, maintenance and operation of a health resort.
4.
Its total authorized capital stork
shall be $2ti".niii in amount, divided
into lit t.t nil shares of the par value
of $lu.eii a share, in two classes, first,
cuiimlai ive preferred eight per cent
dividend paying stock "to the amount,
of !2,,".(!it shares and 7"!i0 shares of
general or common stock. The dividend of eight per cent upon the preferred stock shall be paid annually,
and after the payment of such divi- idemi, the said preferred stock shall
of the
l.ave apportioned to it
remaining profits, and the other half
shall he apportioned to' the common
contained
stock, but nothing herein
shall be construed to restrict the right
'of the board of directors in the quan-jtitof dividend to lie paid after the
reference of the preferred stock shall
have been satisfied. The voting power
shall be lodged in the common stock.
.".
their
The incorporators,
address, and the number of
shares for which each has subscribed
are as follows:
John H. Sloan, Santa Fe, Xew Mexico, 1 on shares.
R. H. Ross, Kansas City, Missouri,
thing.-adapte-

"

fj

Colonel .1. G. Albright proclaims that
sixteen long term prisoners in the
Dona Ana county jail at ,as Cruces
have renounced their allegiance to the
Republican party and have come over
to the Democrats.
The hope for a
pardon springs eternal in the criminal's breast.

Championship

ae

Mrts. J.
S.
i:.::a.u
a .,
wr;itc yoti a.Ioi;u r..- :r- nl!
y 'i of"
i.ti- - .'.n :t
..
line b!liyiirl rli;: v
'.1
r .IT.
and the
'
i
took several boitls ci ' : avSmart-WreI r. v. r hn.i :t xll t:y
txwi.
surprised hu'.v veil I J'i-cuu- :d
vwyL, :
suit stomach. Ti.fj r. rt; - u wua vv.i r..: s'u :i
rit-tibecause I
at .vj !xvir:r: ha-..r'.:il! before.
She intends to rcvomrr.-uw 10
ruT'in?'
I
L
astonished at r.e Icrau
cr.1
i'li ;n
...i; .via n.-.. u:t Dr. Pierce'.,
weirrh l:5- - I have hzd several ladicj co:n j tc nc ::i
I am wlhnjf to recommend
medicine.
w all wr.o sutTta and want Lcl).
T
be r;:ui '.o Ive '.t tj
If any want

The Roswell Morning News gravely

FOR THE

middle
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THE FORUM

Atorney General,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Dear Sir:
same in person and presented it to the
Parker's Side of the Story.
I
would like to know some
X. M.,
Fort
State Committee.
Sunnier,
1
a
in Regard to the Law
am
Instead of late yens demanding a
June
2:lrd, 11112.,
Mechano-Therapior a Drugless DocXew Mexican,
iruch higher standard or federal of- tor and I would like to know if there The Santa Fe X.
M.
Santa Fe,
fscials, as you state in our editorial,
is ainy thing in the Law that 'Would
Sirs:
why is it that certain members of the
Me
"Would
from
prohibit
Practiceing.
Will you please allow me space in State LWecutive Committee used their
it be all right for Me to say with out
valuable paper to make a reply iiitluence and brought pressure to bear
the use of Knife or Drugs.
Cure your
to
editorial "What Are We Here to have some of their relatives
your
Chronic Desease, is there a Law forof your issue of Friday, June c.orsed by the said committee for my
bidding Me Using the tital of Doctor.
l'J12.
position as postmaster against the en- I absolutely do not use
s 21st,
Drugs or
The Roswell Register Tribune was (iorsement and the recommendation of
in ainy form.
I use Scientific
Re- - our County Republican Central
application of Diet Exercise and "Wa right in its criticism of the State
Committee in as.ni',,ee'
Executive
ter (Rath) I am A graduate of the
that the day is past when
rii.- ' - ,.f ATnV,o., TWonvlfat as it went but they did not know, a public-state
office can be regarded as a
of Chicago 111. Ainy information Youja" t,le ,iicts in connection with the
philanthropic institution to make an
lost office affair.
!
Can Give Me on these Lines Will
easy living for some good political
I Will
Enclose
ly Be Apreceiated.
Why do you or the State Executive
mixer; for the actions of the State
Stamped Envelope for reply Hopeing Committee not answer the Roswell Executive Committee in
endorsing apto hear From You By return Mail. Register Tribune when it states that
for federal oliices after the
of the plicants
Xow Please Give Me Ainy Information it. went, against the wishes
President's order vacating said of- and the County
You Can that You think Will be of local Republicans
it seems that they, the offices,
flees,
t r oti
Xt cjlulhliniin
nit
Pmn
f'.intriil
Ainy Value to Me.
to be filled hv relatives,
are
,.
only
Miss Adelina Jarannllo
Yours Truly.
mos, or members of the State Central
for postmaster at this place?
committee. How about your state- If you think the country has gone to
The editor of the Xew Mexican "may ment that the recnn.nu.mhif inno nmr'a
a
of
end
the dogs, grab the business
no doubt learn" from State Secretary ,,y the
g(ate Commi,t(,) niereiy voiced
hoe and get husy in the potato patch. hernert
w. I fark, or even trom tl,osp of pounty CPHtr.lX committees
lormer secretarj .Naman .tana, a mem- - aiul of 0her petitioners.
The automobile owner- of Albuquer- her of the state central and executive
.,, Stt
n,i i,0
que are kicking at the high cost of committees, also from Mr. Solomon nave tne,n show you three senarate
gasoline. It seems there is no let up i.uua, .lose eim ami in laci. an u.ose endorsements and recommendations
the (at,1(i
that attended
to the cost of the absolute necessities committeemen
oflth jav r.th
I'll"
)r
ot life.
meeting on April 22, 1S12, that I had from ,e Central Committee "of this
a
the endorsement of the County Central C0llntv in whi(.h was
commended
as post-- ; for rP;1i)iiointment
Those Chicago delegates were appar- Committee for
Also ask them that if their recomently united on one thing that was master.
I war. told
their applause for Mr. Bryan and tlu
by said State Executive mendation which was made is not otr
Committee that they would only en--; jectionable to the people in general
chaplain's prayer.
.
dorse those applicants who had the and the Retniblicans in nartieulnr in
Lest we forget, it is we'l to remember endorsement of the County Contra! this community.
came home and
that congress is in session and the Committee, so
Respectfully yours,
secured said endorsement and carried
W. H. PARKER
Newport season is at. its height.
1
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Aker's
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Kansas is feebly trying to compete
with two conventions by advertising
for ",0,W0 harvest hands.
"I'm through," said the Colonel by
which we take it he means "I'm done."
The time has arrived when we view
with alarm or point with pride.

Bank Saloon
Reserved Seals

$10 and $20
RINGSIDE

BOX

SEATS

$25
No

Positively

A

Higher.

Bunch, and

the first applicants v ill have
the choice of these seats.

Aker

Ft. Wingate hears that there has
been another massacre among the
Ever since the reXavajo Indians.
cent Toas massacre where an Indian
wiggled his fingers at a white woman,
we have sort of lost faith in Indian
massacres.
Let us now turn and point with
and
pride to Democratic harmony
view with alarm the spectre of Mr.
Bryan emulating Theodore.

at

& Levy's

Bank Saloon

post-offic-

Km.)

shares.

Santa Fe Xew Mexico, ion shares.
(i.
The corporation shall endure for
n,,y '?"''"
There may he any number of
directors not exceeding nine as the
tylaws may provide, from time to
time.
in their sound
The directors,
discretion, shall nave tne power to
and amend bylaws, submake.
Jp('t to ,he control of the holders of
common stock at the annual meeting
or at an-- special meeting, of which
notice has been duly given, provided
that no action shall be taken by stockholders upon the bylaws at any special
nieeting unless notice of intention to
iffect the bylaws in a manner to be
specified shall have been given as the
bylaws or statute may require.
The agent in charge of the.
principal office in this State and upon
whom process may he served in actions against the Company shall be.
'"'l'1 otherwise provided, A. B. Rene
han.
0.
The incorporators shall he the
directors for the first three months or
until their successors shall be duly
chosen and qualified.
In Witness Whereof we have here-unto set our hands this 11th day of
June, l'J12.
JOI1X H. SLOAX,
A. B. REXEHAX,
R. H. ROSS.
State of Xew Mexico,
County of Santa Fe.
On this 11th day of June. 1012,
me personally appeared John II.
Sloan, R. H. Ross and A. B. Renehan,
to me well known to he the same persons described in and who executed
the foregoing article of incorporation.
and acknowledged to me that they
executed the same as their free act
and deed.
In Witness Whereof I have hereunto
set my hand and notarial seal the day
and vear in this certificate written.
STELLA V. CAXXY,
f
Notary Public
SEAL)
jjy commission expires April lf, 191 :i.
Endorsed: Xo. 722:!, Cor. Rec'd. Vol.
c page 171, Articles of Incorporation,
0f sierra Inn and Sanitarium
j)any.
Filed in office of State Corporation
Commission June 13, 1912; 1 p. m.
GEO. W. ARMIJO,
Clerk.
Compared EDL to JJO.
A. B. Renehan,

s-

:"'

Lincoln county. Scientists are divided That we, John II. Sloan and A
as to whether it is the last of a mas-- j ReneIlan o( Santa h
Xew Mexico,
union or a piemsiuiic coyote "'"anilR. H Rib. ,.f KnnS
Pit v. Mi.
011
them.
preyed
souri. have united and ln horcliv nnito
for the purposes of forming a corporaA resident of Gallup died of an intion under the laws of Xew Mexico
sect bite. Has Gallup gone dry?
?nd particularly pursuant to ch.
of 'the Laws of 1!i05, entitled "An Act
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OF to
Regulate the Formation and Govern,
SIERRA INN AND SANITARIUM.
ment of Corporations
for Mining,
State of Xew Mexico,
Industrial and other
Manufacturing,
Office of the State Corporation Com-"
Pill'ilnsps and the laws iiiintpinonl.
mission.
and amendatory
thereof, an(!
It is hereby certified that there was ary
do say, declare and certify
filed for record in the office of the therefore,
as follows,
State Corporation Commission of the
1. The name of the corporation
is
1
State of Xew Mexico on the "th day
of June, A. D., 1912. 1 o clock p. m. and shall be Sierra Inn and SanitarArticles of Incorporation of Sierra Inn ium Company.
2. Its principal office in the
state
and Sanitarium Company
(Xo. 722:'.)
and also that the following copy is a shall for the present he Room 16,
true and correct transcript of the Capital City Bank Building, in the
City and County of Santa Fe, and
original now on file.
In Testimony Whereof, the Chair- State of Xew Mexico, but it may have
man and Chief Clerk of said Commis- an office or offices beyond this State at
the directors may hold their
sion have hereunto set their hands
and affixed the seal of said Commis- meetings and the books of the comtransthe
and
stock
pany
except
kept,
sion, at the City of Santa Fe, on this
rer books, in accordance with the pro-- ,
Llth day of June A. D. 1912.
visions of sec. 50, ch. 7ft, L. 1!)03.
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
3. The company Is formed for the
Chairman.
Attest:
GEO. W. ARMIJO, Clerk.
following object.i: To conduct a hotel,
inn, resort and sanitarium for the en- - Stale of Xew Mexico,
(SEAL)
Office of the State Corporation Com
Know All Men By These Presents: tertaininent and therepeutical treat- J

David Lloyd George, chancellor of
of Great Britain exthe
He plans to
cites our admiration.
reduce the national debt when the
average geezer thinks he does well to
break even.

For Sale. Job lot of brand new
nominating speeches left over from the
By the changing
Chicago convention.
9 a few words here and there and
the substitution of pet invectives, they
will be found in absolutely correct
form for the Baltimore riot.
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band of 200 sheep without a herd-

Rates
Have Been
Granted
by the

Santa Fe
Railway Co.

The frost in Taos county, had no
connection with the Roosevelt bolt.
The sheriff of Wichita, Kansas, is
preparing to empty 18,000 bottles of
beer captured during the various raids
in that city. Comment is unnecessary.
Say it!
young woman standing between
her brother and a sister in their home
at Abbott, Mora county, was struck
by lightning while the other two did
Political
not even feel the shock.
lightning acts the same
A

A gigantic skeleton has been unearthed in the Capitan mountains in

.

file--

State

of Xew

Mexico,

County of Santa Fe.
On this 11th day of June, 1H12, before me personally appeared John H.
Sloan, R. H. Ross and A. li. Renehan,
to me well known to he the same persons described in and who executed
the foregoing certificate, and acknowledged to me that they executed the
same as their tree act and deed.
In Witness Whereof I have hereunto
set my hand and notarial seal the day
and year in this certificate written.
STELLA V. CAXXY,
(SEAL)
Notary Public.
My commission expires April 1ft, Ifti:!.
Endorsed: X. 7221. Cor. Rec'd Vol.
li Page 171.
Certificate of Stockhold
ers Non-launity of sierra inn aim
Sanitarium Company.
Filed in office of State Corporation
Commission June 1:1, 1ft12; 1 p. m.
GEO. W. ARMIJO.
Clerk.
Compared EDL to JJO.

Fraternal Societies
MASONI-

-

Montezuma
No. 1,

.

Lodgi

K. & A. If,

commun
Regular
cation first Wondf.
of each month a
Masonic - Hall
7.30.
W. M.

ALAN R. McCORD.
CHAS.

E.

UXNEL

SecreLa.-y-

H. J

ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

Andy

SALE

gallons

2

i' fine,

:;ui;

old Jersey cow.
daily. Price $io.
Jefferson St.

KOH KENT - Nice rooms furnished
for iigiit housekcciiiiig, with bath. Upstairs, oier store. Fiank Andrews.

WANTED
house by the
good repair;
W. C. Long.

To rent five f.j) room
luth of July- must be in
all moil' m and close ill.
Wells Far!0. Phone 217.

Elegantly Furnisnecl Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-nall modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank btiildics.
Apply to F. M. Jones.

g

Oliver

Visible

Typewriter

For sale cheap. Perfect condi- jtion and dots splendid writing.
Could ship on approval and trial.
Write to CHAS. V. RICKART
Rosedale, Kansas.
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted anu repaired. Ne
Ribbons and
platens furnished.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
a") rented. Standard niikes handled
All repair work and typewrites Ifiiar
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex.
cbanga Phone 231.

su&-plie-

A graduate or a high school
student wanted in a wholesale store in
this city. Must learn short hand and

Prof.
typewriting.
Apply personally,
Norton, Business College.
A person to clean floors,
windows
and desks for one hour each day in
exchange for any branch of study in
business subjects.
A hustler to call at every home in
Santa Fe and surroundings, leave circulars and inform everyone, that a
Business College with every modern
equipment has been opened at Santa
Fe. Good wages to the right person.
Short hand writers any system for
any speed, welcomed at the Santa Fe
Business College day or night. Monday,
Wednesday, Friday 7 to ft.
Boys and girls to learn typewriting
while their fingers are supply. Use all
their fingers, blindfold.
Seventh and eighth grades should
learn short hand during the vacation,
that they may write down teachers
talk.

Secretary.
Santa Fe, N. M. June 22nd, 1912.

Sar.ta Fe Commander
No. 1, K. T. Regula
conclavB fourth Moe
day in each taonth a
Masonic. Hal) at 7:S

flME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

p. m.
W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.

The following are the tiaie talnes
of the local

R GRIFFIN, Kecorder.

Ancient

Scottish

railroads:

"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
Leave
S:10 a. m., to connect w.th No. 3
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10

Santa Fe ixage
Perfection No. 1,
degree.
cepted

FOR

tiv

llesta:irint.

Stockholders' Meeting.
The regular annual meeting of the
stockholders of the Xew Mexican
Printing Company will be held at the
office of the company in the City of
Santa Fe at 7:30 o'clock p. m., on
Monday, July Sth, 1!H2. All stockholders will please take notice and
govern themselves accordingly.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,

Santa Fe Chapter N
1. R. A. M.
Regula
convocation lecoai
Monday of each moat
at Masonic Hall t
7:30 p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON,

W.

Two girls as waitresses

WANTED

at the t'uronado

.

o
14tl
and A
Rite o

Free Masonry mee' o
the third Monday of each mont;
at 7:80 o'clock in the evening L
Masonic Hall, south lido of Plan
Visiting fcitish Rite Masons ar coi
dially invited to attend.
S. G. CAJtT WRIGHT, 82.
Venerable Master)
HENRY B. STEPHENS, 32

p. m.

Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
connect with No. 1 westbound and No.
eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. in.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westhoun i and 'o. 4
east bound
Returning arrive Sania Fe at 8:35
p. m.
Secretary.
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to con.
nect with No. S eastbound and No. 2
B. P. O. C.
B. P. O. E, hold. westbound.
Santa Fe Lodge No.
Returning, arrive at Santa F?, 11:30
its regular session oj p. m.
cut-othe second and fourtl
Passengers for the Helen
now
Pecos
of
and
shouij
eacl
Valley
Wednesday
points
month. Visiting broth leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 1 20 as
ers are invitee anr heretofore. Connection leaves Albu
welcome.
querque at 7:55 P. m. instead of 2:2U
FRANK T. BLANDY,
a. m.
Exalted Ruler.
D. & R. G. Ry.
P. M. A. LIEXAU,
Leaves 10: 05 a. m. for north.
Secretary.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from nortb

4.
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NEW MEXICO Cb'.'JTRAL RY
ittl
Leave 12:45 p. zn., connects
No. 4 east and 1 south and west.
fleets second Tue
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
day each month, so
cial meeting tUn from No. 3 east.
at Fire
Tuesday
man's Hall. Vislr
Society Stationery The New Mex
can Printing Company have on hand
ing neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITTIEE, C osul
and can make up promptly the lateit
CHAS. A. RISING. ClerU.
forms in society stationery. The ne
size correspondence cards, etc. Or.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA. ders taken tor engraved and embossed work. Several lines to make
Lodge No. 2.jft. Holds its
regular meeting on the first your selactlon from.
Thursday of each month at
You cannot get up to date printing
' Fireman's hall at 7:30 p.m.
material
Visiting brothers are invited and wel- unless you have
and faculties. The New Mexican
come.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
Printing Company has both, and ai
the same time expert mechanics. Yc.ur
DAVID GONZALES,
oi ders are always assured personal atSecretary.
tention.
F. W. FARM EH
If you use embossed stationery, you
Homesterd No.
can do no better than placing your or2879.
der with the New Mexican Priding
of
Brotherhood
American Yeom' prices will be quoted upon request.
Meets First Fri Our styles and ''orais are strictly up
to date.
day of the month
at the Fireman'
It will not pay you to waste your
Hail. H. Foreuio.1
Hem
writing out your legal form
A. E. P. Robinson.
Cor. iec. Fred I. when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican
Printing
Alarld.
Company.
ODD FELLOWS,
Are You a Seller? An advertise" 5X No. 2, I. O. 0. F.
ment in the classified coTumns of the
meets regularly New Mexican will put your real esevery Thursday evening at 8 o'clock tate on the market effectively. It will
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth-er- put the facts of your property before
the eyes of all possible buyers.
always welcome.

Santa Fe

in Mora county during a storm. Latest

Special Low

i

13514.

er were seen drifting aimlessly aboui
reports are that they were progressive
sheep from Valencia county.

1

il

"If no one else can be found to
make the fight, I will be the candidate
for temporary chairman myself," said
Rascals
Mr. Bryan. Liars, Thieves,
Bosses!
A

mission.
is hereby certified that there wa.
tiled for record in the office of the
of the
S'ate Corporation Coiiimi-sioi- i
State of Xew .Mexico on the 1"th day
o'clock p. in.
of June A. II., 1!'12.
Xon LiaCertilii ale of Stockohlders'
Sanitarium
bility of Sierra Inn anil
Company Xo. 7221 and also that the
io'.iow it:g copy is a true and correet
tiaiisiiipi ol the original now on
In Testimony
Whereof, the Chairman and Chief Clerk of said Corporation Co'':iiiisioii have hereunto set
and affixed the seal of said
their
Commission, at the City of Santa Fe,
on this nth day of June V 1). 1!'12.
111(111 II. WILLIAMS.
Chairman.
Attest:
GEO. W. ARMIJO, Clerk.
(SEAL!
Know All Men By Tho-- e Presents:
that we. John 11. Sloan. R. II. Uo.-- s and
of the
A. K. lU'tiebati, incorporators
Sierra Inn and Sanitarium Company,
do hereby certify and declare that
there shall be no stockholders' liability on account of any stock issued
ly the said company.
In Witness Whereof, we Pave hereunto set our hands this 11th day of
June, 1MI2.
JOHN II. SLOAN",
A. H. REXEHAX,
R. II. KOSS.

SEVEN

It

e

nalillo county, when he would have"
been paroled in just another month,
evidently preferred two years in the
prison at Santa Fe rather than spend
another month on a Bernalillo county
road.

Of-

ficial blue print of the arena
may be seen

The houn' dawg appears to have got
too close to the donkey's heels.

That convict who is compelled to
two years more in the state
Penitentiary at Santa Fe because he
ran away from the road camp in Ber

the Arena have been reserved
Ee"

Mexican revolution.

serve

number of the Best Seats in

for the Santa

I'ntil that Baltimore event is out of
the way, we can't somehow seem to
work up much enthusiasm about the

d

one-hal- f

Medi-son-

NOW
ON

ami

in need of rest,

often complain of bet Sashes. They are nt that stage
onlv Dr.
a tonic unc! helpiiig-lunii- i
Pierce's Fuvcrite Prc-cr:;-- '
!on c;.n :v th;rm. Muny women suffer netviessly I rem
cr.J i:om i:.c .;'.icrhuc;i2 to !J av wf'.h bu':K.iK:iu, i:zti
girlhood to
r.;..v.';Ie-..ness or headache. A vo:r an oka.
nervous, "
irritable aad fccir. lire.: Lvii mchu:;;: M iv'V. V.'!.e:i pniiia n:;J cl.us rack the
uci'-hift-r
about
i:.tcr vuis, asx y-itwotuueiy system a
Sn

particularly those
recreation and nii'di-tn- l
tare and attention, and to these

ment of guests,

F3L

of life when their doKcte or;'.mim rjdv.

1
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SKETCH OF PRIZE FIGHT

ARENA AT

LA S VEGAS.

M.

Ca m
W. A.

i
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What is that which
yet very common?

j

iiiiXiiki,

is very rare,
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and'

ing them to Zook's.
SUch statesas have by mandatory Btat-- rial train will leave Denver July 1 for
Notice Sparks has quit selling elec- - ute provided for the nomination and Las Vegas.
cnc uons. He will let you try one lelection of
delegates and alternates to j
Wyoming Sports Will Come.
iree ana tne iron will sell itself.
rational political conventions in con- - j Cheyenne, Wyo., June 26. This city
K
fiaa a Glorious Time The sixty to Lgressional districts and have not sub- - wil1 be tne starting point of Wyom- WEATHER FORECAST.
seventy persons who attended the jected delegates so selected to the ing's delegations of fight fans who will
" Denver, Colo., June 26. New
Sunday School picnic of the Presby-- ' authority "of the state committee or go to Las Vegas on July 4 to witness
battle for the heavy
Mexico, tonight fair and warmXterians in the Santa Fe canon y ester- - convention of the party, in which case the Johnson-Flyner. Thursday fair.
X'day afternoon, report having had a nc such rule shall be held to apply." weight championship. Already reservations have been made by fight englorious time. The picnic took place
Minority Report Drafted.
staTe.
near the New Ranger's canon, - five
Baltimore, Md., June 26. After re- thusiasts throughout the
Fishing tackle that's fit for fishing, miles above the reservoir.
rules
committee
cess, the
completed
Mi-at Goebel's.
!
I
cix Per Cent Investment First-clas- ita work by agreeing that a committee AUTOMOBILE GRAND PRIZE
GOES TO FRENCHMAN.
wanted to rent Five or
long or short time investment. of three, composed of the chairman,
j modern
house. Address this office.
Six per cent. Write or call on John Representative Covington of MaryStarters and Race Takes Place
The Vagabond, a great drama at the W.
Mayes, Laughlin Building.
land, Secretary E. H. Hill of Oklaho- TwentyUnder
Elks' tonight. Don't miss it.
Continued Rain at
POOR
ma and Representative Henry
of
An
Arizona
a
Escapade,
superb
Dieppe.
Complete line new styles C. B. cor- western
should
make
to
Texas,
the
the
report
drama of many thrills. It's at
Meat!
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
sets now on hand at Townsends.
Mr.
convention.
Henry will present
Dieppe, France, June 26. Boillot,
Poe Gets Judgment John W. Poe the Elks' tonight.
Warmer Weather Predicted The the minority report.
foiving a French Peugeot machiue, toof Roswell, was given a judgment for
s
Rule.
bureau
day won the automobile grand prize,
warmer
$",593.70 against the estate of W. T. weather
Ask You
predicts
A suggestion that thereafter a ma- making the distance of 1,540 kilomePilant deceased by the district court weather.
Yesterday the maximum
should bg ters, (about 936 miles, 7 furlongs) in
of that district Monday. The judg was 73 degrees, the minimum 52 de- - jority instead of
ment was secured on a mortgage.
grees. There was a trace of rain in required to nominate the President the elapsed time of 13 hours 58 minseconds at an average hourw'as ruled out of order by Chairman utes 23
good.
History Now on Sale B. M Read's the city and heavier showers in the
who held that it properly ly speed of 110 kilometers (about 6S
mountains
and
Covington
foothills.
The
of
?.'!W
relative
If you
Illustrated History
Mexico, just
f
furlongs.)
from press, is now for sale and may humidity dropped from 71 per cent at should be acted on by the Resolutions miles,
Louis Wagner, took second place
well
we,
6 a. m. to 39 per cent, at C p. m.
committee. A similar ruling was made
ordered
from
the
be,
author,
directly
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR
When your doctor prescribes fori011 a resolution providing that in all with a Fiat, in 14 hours, 11 minutes,
or through the New Mexican Printing
you
8
seconds, and Regal, driving an
take your prescription to Zook's future Democratic national conven-Price
you,
$10.
Company.
Sunbeam machine was third,
English
tions
and
are
the temporary officers should
the
you get right drugs and right
given
Eye prescriptions
14 hours, 38 minutes and
36 secbe selected by members of the nation- - in
most careful and painstaking atten- prices.
onds. The race took place in a con- a' committee
tion 'when Zook fills them.
chosen
the
RoDrunk
Albert
Merely
by
respective
Beastly
tinued rain. There were 22 starters.
1
The Lesser Evil a Biograph and a driguez, a resident of a notorious states, by conventions or otherwise,
,
apartment house at Albuquerque, yes-- last preceding he meeting of the na- SUFFRAGETTE SPRINGS AT
good one, It's at the Elks' tonight
Corricks' Livery For prompt and terday was striking blows at .telegraph tion convention. The committee then
we
MINISTER IN ROYAL RETINUE.
anu other things that seemed adjourned.
polite service call up Corricks' livery poies
(By Special Leased THrc to Jfew Mexican)
within
reach.
was
He
also
vile
saying
barn any hour, day or night.
June 26. King
Cardiff, Wales,
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent things. Investigation showed he was NATIONAL GUARD ARMORY
and
who are makWOULD BE THE PROPER NT!
Queen
George
Mary,
drunk
and ten days were given
TO HOUSE FIGHT FANS,
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav- merely
ing a tour of South Wales, were
him in the city cooler to sober up.
includmodern
all
conveniences,
ing
to face with suffragette
Xo effort Jim Flynn Issues Manifesto That He brought face
Prompt Service Assured
heat and
ing electric light, steam
afternoon when a sufthis
militancy
will
be
to
Will
spared
Not
give prompt livery
Rush Johnson But Will
Bank
baths, in the First National
broke
the police corthrough
fragette
service
at
ClosCorricks'
Be Cautious,
livery stable,
b.iilding. Apply to F. M. Jones.
son's old stand near the Capitol. (By Special Leased Wire to'New Mexican) don and sprang at Reginald McKenna,
of
You
can
sure
be
your
having
E
Phone 9 W.
Las Vegas, X. M., June 26. Contrary the cabinet minister in attendance on
Phone 92.
drug orders delivered quickly by send- 5! --Tonight's Program at the Elks': ;to the predictions of sporting writers, their majesties.
V
H
A
An Arizona Escapade;
The woman, Helen, Cragg, shouted
The Lesser and some of his trainers, Jim Flynn,
Evil and The Vagabond. Good show, the Pueblo fireman, today declared an appeal to the queen to help the suf"
Don't miss it.
that in his battle here on July 4th, fragettes. She was lodged in jail.
NOW AT
Special Train to Fight Local Santa: with Jack Johnson, he will not use
Fe Agent Lutz announces that special rushing tactics. Flynn declared that
trains will be run from this city and be would fight a cautious battle and X PALACE HOTEL ON
from Albuquerque
to the Johnson- - would make the champion come to X
11
SEMI EUROPEAN PLAN.
i
Phone 4.
Phone 4.
Flynn fight at Las Vegas on July 4th Mm, This time, he asserted, he would
s
The Palace Hotel under new
as follows: Leave Albuquerque 6:30 a. let Johnson do the rushing because
management is now on the
tmwi.il,. ..mmr m
in:.; leaves Santa Fe 8.10 a. m. Arrive Flynn had rushed Johnson in a battle
R.
plan in re- l as Vegas 12 noon.
Contest begins several years ago and was knocked out ; sponse to popular demand.
We have a shipment of beds which came in damaged and which
U.t 2 p. in. Round
trip fare from Santa for n's pains.
Rooms from 75 cents per day V
we refused to accept from the Railroad Company. These beds are all
Fe, $4.20.
Tickets on sale July 3d' Las Vegas is Tapidly becoming a
Choice rooms and
upward.
mid 4th, good for return Julv 7th.
.tented city for the accommodation of
suites for regular occupants,
slightly damaged, but not enough to hurt them as to service. The
the crowds exacted here for the fight. S at
special rates.
enamel is scratched off of some of them, and others have a rod bent.
WHICH WAY WILL
The national guard armory, the opera
First-clasrestaurant. Spe- 1 The damage does not affect the service or
THE CAT JUMP? house, and Commercial Club rooms X cial
dinner for busi- quality of the beds at all
Sunday
have been fitted up as dormitories.
nessmen
and
their families.
but we could not sell them as first class goods from our floor.
(Continued from Page One.)
Special Train From Denver.
THE
Meals 50 cents.
J
A
rush
26.
June
Colo.,
Denver,
by
We arranged with the Railroad Company to sell the beds at
The bar room has been en- ia their respective districts. After a fight, fans in Denver to secure reservaX
removed.
tirely
Johnson-Flynwhatever we could get for them, and make claim for the difference
battle in
prolonged debate that followed this tions for the
HEADQUATERS FOR
X
S
Las
X.
the
followed
definite
M.,
Vegas,
resolution
was
j
to them, and they have put the bee's with us on consignment
adopted 22 to i;; "It
until
Mcannouncement
W.
C.
Governor
by
HIGH-GRAD- E
me i me oi mis convention
Ads Drinks
New Mexican Want
they are sold. We are putting the prices below cost in order to move
HAVE YOUR WATCH
that all states which have been in- Donald of that state that he would not
to prevent the bout. A sue- - results every time.
interfere
and
structed
benefit
the
their
by
Demrailroad
them,
loss.
you
of
Some
by
the
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
company's
respective state
ocratic convention or by a state Dembeds are in our window while some are on our display floor. There
WATCH will run without
ocratic presidential preferential prioil or clccni:;rj
are eleven beds in all, eight fuli size, in white, vernis martin, and one
mary, shall follow those instructions
longer than
so long as a majority of the
All colors. $1.00 per doz.pants
any other piece of machinin satin brass. There are three
in white and vernis martin
delegates
size,
from such states are of the opinion
ery but it needs both occasionfinish.
that such instruction is applicable."
ally.
e
Now is
time to set them out
If you will consider that the rim of
Victory for Harmon.
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
The fol'owing substitute offered by
miles a day, you will not
J. J. Dunn of Nebraska, was defeated,
grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a
CLARENDON GARDENS
cleaning
22 to is:
"Resolved that in casting
Pieces
Are
a year.
It will increase the
votes on call of the stales the chair
lie and accuracy of your vvatck
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone Black 12.
shall recognize and enforce a rule en- watcn with us
1
Down
Town
Stand
actea d.v a state convention, except in
.
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The Home of Quality Groceries
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Going Picnicking?
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WHAT
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six-roo-
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PICNIC

A Picnic Would Be

here to
WE buy our meat

d

two-third-

Because we know it's

Without a Good Picnic Dinner!

Two-Third-

j

2

knew this as
as
as
We know
surely
would!

Appetizing Picnic Delicacies

one-hal-

;

1

'"THERE'S nothing
better than the best
This you'll admit a fact,
That
have it here to
prove by test,

AND EVERYTHING

THEREilS

THAT'S GOOD TO EAT!

PlazaMarketCo.

j

;

35 n

BUTTER!

BUTTER!
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F. ANDREWS

j
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s

JEWELER.

n

j

Watches
and
Clocks.

A

"Time

hr-c-

4

the

i

That

f

Reliable."
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Santa Fe Hardware

THE

Supply Co.
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After
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NOW, MADAM

the Best Pair They Ever Lived In!

I

de

of Men's and Women's Oxfords

.

a

!

We just want to drop. a shoe remark It's this: Shoe
beauty or comfort doesn't He altogether in the cost of
the shoe. The best shqe in the world, improperly fitted, isn't going to be comfortable.

Why ' W'th Ur Handsome Styles of High-GraShoes in half
skin, Patent Kid, Calf and Enamel Leather, Lace or Blucher
Cuts in all the latest lasts and patterns.
HANNA SHOES, $6.00, $6.50 to $7.00 HAMILTON BROWN
SHOES, $1 75
FLORSHEIM SHOES,
. 5.00,
5.50 to 6.00
$2.00, $2.50 to $2.75.

When you come here
you get the best shoe
values your money can buy, whether you want them
to stand in or walk in, to dance in or talk in, we have
them. Handsomer shoes never left a factory. All eood

We've Expert Fitters

.leathers and every width and size.
QUEEN QUALITY, from $3.50 to $5.00
LADY,

Home, of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.

Great

Tri7hs

VV

A Full Line

I

CT

We're after the trade of the particular man. who wants the best that
can be produced in Shoedom. Yes, and we're going to get it, too!

HO

The

'

MEN'LeS.
We'll Put Your Feet Inside

miemvhdj

Quality

We

jl

"

rrn W

Ml
TT

T

A

3.00 to 4.00

A

j

HAMILTON BROWN LADIES'

TS 7

SHOES-AMERICA-

$1.75. $2.00. $2.25 to $3.00

SALMON

1

